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Alice Cunningham Fletcher was the first anthropologist to work among the Nez 
Perce Indians. She was sent as a Special Agent of the U. S. government to 
facilitate the allotment of the Nez Perce Reseivation in north-central Idaho. Based 
on her fieldwork from 1889 to 1892, she prepared two ethnological manuscripts 
concerning diverse aspects of traditional Nez Perce culture, but neither study was 
ever published. This article represents the publication of Alice ·Fletcher's 
"Ethnologic Gleanings Among the Nez Perces." Comments and clarifications have 
been provided by the editors as indicated. 

Editors' Introduction 

Alice Cunningham Fletcher (1838-1923) was an eminent anthropologist in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Her involvement in anthropology spanned the time when 
the discipline developed from a self-taught endeavor into a scientific profession. Fletcher was 
earning her living as a public lecturer in the early 1880s when she began informal tutoring with 
Professor Frederic W. Putnam of Harvard University and the Peabody Museum. Throughout her 
career she was a member and leader of such professional societies as the American 
Anthropological Society, the Anthropological Society of Washington, the American Folklore 
Society, and the American · Association for the Advancement of Science. She published a 
multitude of scholarly monographs, popular articles, and books describing the life of American 
Indians. Her best-known work, published in collaboration with Francis LaFlesche on the Omaha, 
is still widely used today (Fletcher and LaFlesche 1911). Alice Fletcher, also an Indian Reformer, 
was instrumental in creating the Dawes Severalty Act of 1887 and was responsible for 
implementing allotment among the Omaha, Winnebago, and Nez Perce (Mark 1988). 

Fletcher arrived in the Pacific Northwest in 1889 as a Special Agent, employed by the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs to allot parcels of land to the Nez Perce Indians as specified by the 
Severalty Act. For each of the next four years from early spring to early winter Fletcher traversed 
the rugged country of the Nez Perce Reservation to complete nearly 2000 allotments (Figs. 1, 2). 
She was accompanied by E. Jane Gay1

, companion, cook, and unofficial photographer. She 
emplo~ed Nez Perce tribal member James Stuart2 as interpreter and driver and hired Edson 
Briggs as the official surveyor. The party traveled to every part of the Reservation by horse and 
wagon, canoe, or on foot, transporting tent and supplies to register every Nez Perce, to allot each 
a parcel of land. Fletcher and her party often worked with inadequate equipment, encountered 
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Fig. 1. Map of Nez Perce Reservation and surrounding area with locations mentioned in Alice Fleteher' s "Ethnologic Gleanings 
Among the Nez Perces." 



Fig. 2. Alice Fletcher in the field at "Camp Sunday." Seated at her desk are Fletcher and surveyor Edson Briggs. The man fully in 
view in front of the wagon is James Stuart, interpreter and driver; the other man is presumably one of the chainmen frequently hired by 
Fletcher. Photograph by E. Jane Gay (ISHS 63 .221 .11). 
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uncooperative Indian Agents and hostile white settlers, and had difficulty finding the widely 
scattered Nez Perce. The rugged countryside and extreme weather conditions hindered the 
progress of allotment for the entire four years and the allotment of the Nez Perce Reservation 
would prove to be one of the most difficult tasks ofFletcher's career. 

While employed as a Special Agent to the Nez Perce, Alice Fletcher also sought to pursue 
her profession as an anthropologist (Fig. 3). Although she often laments to her mentor, Frederic 
Putnam, of the difficulties of allotment and the lack of time for her anthropological work, she also 
writes of her attempts to "get material" and find informants. She sought to acquire material 
culture for the Peabody Museum and worked toward obtaining a model of a Nez Perce house, 
·complete with roots and a supply of meat, for the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition. For 
fellow anthropologist Franz Boas she sought to collect Nez Perce myths and take 
anthropomorphic measurements. Interested in Indian music, she requested that colleague John 
Fillmore travel to the Reservation to record Nez Perce music. Fletcher looked to missionary Kate 
McBethfor help on the Nez Perce language, struggling to record names correctly and understand 
their meaning. 

For four years, Fletcher diligently maintained a diary (Fletcher 1889-92a) and wrote 
numerous letters to her employer Commissioner Morgan (Fletcher l 889-92b) and to her mentor 
Frederic Putnam (Fletcher 1889-92c) about her work among the Nez Perce, as she registered and 
allotted nearly 2000 individuals (Fletcher 1889-92d). She also filled a pocket-size 6-1/2 x 3-1/2 
in. field notebook with her very small handwriting, recording infonnant interviews and her own 
anthropological observations (n.d.a). This intermittently dated notebook, along with a set of 
miscellaneous field notes (n.d.b ), became the basis for "Ethnologic Gleanings Among the Nez 
Perces" (n.d.c) one of two manuscripts Fletcher prepared on the Nez Perce.4 

Fletcher collected data for this manuscript primarily in 1891 (Fletcher n.d.a). Her 
informants included Celia Rubens,5 Abraham and Elizabeth Brooks6 (Fig. 4), Charles White' (Fig. 
5), Nancy Corbett8 (Fig. 6), and Billy Williams9 (Fig. 7). Her typed manuscript, partially edited 
by Frederick W. Hodge, 10 was never published. To this day, it remains unclear as to why Fletcher 
did not publish this ethnographic document which represents the first anthropological work 
concerning the Nez Perce. 

In order to retain the integrity of a work composed a century ago for publication today, 
editing has been minimal. Certain inconsistencies have been addressed and clarifications and 
comments have been provided. Alice Fletcher's comments are in parentheses ( ) while the 
editors' are in brackets [ ] . Occasionally a crossed-out word has been shown as the strike
through word in brackets where it adds significance to the manuscript. Punctuation has been 
corrected to contemporary standards. 



Fig . 3. Alice Fletcher stands and James Stuart reclines in housepit depressions at Ah-kaht-tse 'ween ( I O-IH- 1395, opposite present-day 
Kooskia, Idaho) situated at the beginning of the main Clearwater River. The Nicodemus homesite is on the opposite bank of the 
Middle Fork while the South Fork enters just above Fletcher. Photograph by Jane Gay (ISHS 63 .22 l .57b). 
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Fig. 4. Informants Abraham and Elizabeth Brooks. Photograph by Jane Gay (ISHS 63 .22 1.100). 



Fig. 5. "Returned Students." Left to right are: Caleb Charles, Silas Whitman, David McFarland, James Stuart, and Charles White. 
Charles, Whitman, and Stuart all attended Chemawa Indian School in Salem, Oregon; McFarland and White both went to the Indian 
Industrial School in Carlisle, Pennsylvania; photograph by Jane Gay (ISHS 63.221.82). 
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Fig. 6. Informant Nancy Corbett. Photograph by Jane Gay (ISHS 63 .22 1.15). 
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Fig. 7. Informant Billy Williams. Photograph by Jane Gay (ISHS 63.221.101). 
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[L ETHNOGRAPIDC DATA] 

Origin of the Nez Perces 

The following story was told Miss S. L. McBeth, long a teacher and missionary among the 
Nez Perces11 by a full-blood member of the tribe, in July, 1876, while the man was employed to 
cut some firewood. 

"It is said that long ago there were no people in this country because man was not yet 
created. A monster, Ills-wase-tsit, the Earth Beast, occupied the Kamiah valley. It constantly 
reclined, or was unable to move or work, I do not know which. Its head was so high it could eat 
the tops of the highest trees. Its heart rested on the hill near ''Kentuck' s" house, 12 its mouth was 
six miles up the Clearwater River, near "Isaac's" place; its hinder parts were many miles down the 
river; its body filled Kamiah valley. Its eyes were like two suns, its breath like a stormy wind. It 
drew its food into its mouth by strong inhalations, and swallowed it whole. It devoured in this 
manner all beasts and birds that came near. Every living thing feared this Earth Beast except 
Coyote -- for Coyote was the wisest of all created things, and it was without fear. 

"Coyote approached 1/ls-wase-tsit, and was unseen until he was immediately in front of 
the Earth Beast. Then he stood up, and the monster by its breath drew Coyote down its throat. 
In the belly of the monster Coyote found many animals, starving. He traveled along the interior of 
the monster until he came to its heart; then he took a sharp stone which he had concealed about 
him when he approached the monster, and cut its heart in two, and so killed the Earth Beast. 
After it was dead Coyote caused many people to spring from the flesh of the Earth Beast. The 
Sioux, the Snake Indians, the white people, all of the enemies of the Nez Perces, and all of those 
who are outside of the Nez Perce country, came from the flesh. Afterward, Fox asked Coyote 
why he left the beautiful Kamiah valley uninhabited. Then Coyote took the heart of the monster, 
in which a few drops of blood still remained, and, squeezing out the blood, sprinkled it in the 
valley, and from these drops sprang the Nemepoo (Nez Perce) people. That is the reason why 
there are so few of them, and why they are better than the people made from the monster's flesh. 

"Some of the people still believe this story. I believed it myself," said the narrator, "until 
Mr. Spalding13 came and taught us the truth. Some of the people fear and reverence the coyote to 
this day. One old man I know who lives up the river says that although he knows the story is not 
true, yet whenever he hears or sees a coyote he is afraid in his heart. Other people hear the 
foretelling of events in the howl of the coyote. The heart is never spoken of except as a living 
organism; the Nez Perces can not speak of the heart of a tree, rose, the earth. The word for heart 
is tinne-na. 

"There is an old tradition that the Kamiah region was once overwhelmed by fire and but 
three people escaped alive. 

"Stories vary as to how the Nez Perces came to this country. Some say they came from 
below, following the stream farther and farther toward the mountains, fleeing from the warlike 
tribes to the west; others tell of their coming from the east, and descending the river. The old 
settlement (Village 63 on the accompanying map) 14 was abandoned long since. The name Nak
ke-ma, the other side people, seems to indicate a mountain from W. E. E. [sic]. 

"Dogs came from east of the mountains." 

The myths of the Nez Perces show a kind of sequence in the thought of the people relating 
to the cosmos, which was somewhat as the following: 

In the earliest time the great forces of life were manifest in the elements -- cold, heat, 
wind, and water, the earth, and the firmament. All these were anthropomorphically endowed. 
Each had its family and relatives, its enemies and its allies. The titanic experiences of that time 
have left their traces on the heavens and in the clouds, they linger in the northern lights, the 
withering heats and fearful storms. The mountains are monuments of fierce battles that tore the 
canons and hurled the rocks where they lie today, and sent the streams rushing to the sea. After 
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these mighty forces had adjusted themselves, the bare earth was clothed with forests and herbage, 
for the forces of life are ever seeking new forms with which to clothe themselves for action. 
Vegetation was endowed with human passions, and finally became fixed in their present varied 
fonns. Then came animals -- gigantic creatures, prototypes of the beasts of today. They suffered, 
loved, betrayed, and fought each one another, filling the earth with their exploits. In due course 
of time these ceased to be capable of further change. They dwindled and fell into dumbness -- but 
not until they had exterminated the most venomous among them and had removed obstructions, 
made it possible for the fish to go far up the streams, and had in many ways prepared the earth for 
the advent of man. 

These animals are spoken of in the myths as the tit-wa-til-yi-yah (tit-wa-til, a story or 
tradition; yi-yah, of the air or the spirit). There is in the word yi-yah, as used here, a double idea: 
that of a spirit fonn, and that also of the air which surrounds the fonn and preserves its story. 
When the time came that the til-wa-til-yi-yah were fixed in their fonn, there seems to have arisen 
in them a desire for a change, and permission to exchange their fonns was granted provided they 
are able to effect the change. Many tried it, but all failed. 

"Frog had a longing to become a Beaver, and so expressed himself. The Beaver was 
willing to welcome him as one of themselves; so they directed him to prove his fitness by 
swimming under the water of a river and cutting down a tree on the opposite bank. The Frog 
stood up, full of belief in his power to accept the task, and without hesitation plunged into the 
water, dropping far out of sight. He swam boldly across, and emerged on the opposite bank. 
Elated with his success, he hopped to the foot of the tree and bit at it, but the rough bark tore his 
soft mouth, while he was not able to make any impression on the tree. Long, long, the Frog 
persisted in his impossible task, until the Beavers became weary. At last he succumbed and 
accepted his fate to be a Frog to the end of time." 

Similar stories are told of other animals. 

There seems to have been present to the Til-wa-til-yi-yah the anticipation of a later race 
that was to come and depose them; so, when any calamity befell one of them, he would cry out, 
"They are coming! They are coming!" 

The Til-wa-til-yi-yah were followed by a race called Na-te '-tal-lu-wit. The name of this 
race indicated that they possessed attributes of wisdom and goodness. The word embodies tols
wit, "goodness," and a part of websekin ena-nih, "wisdom." These people were those who 
preserved the history of the Til-wa-til-yi-yah, and drew lessons from their life, and transmitted 
these stories to the Te-to-ka, the Indians of today. In these stories we find the elements using 
blankets and skins, and heroes wielding trees, regardless of the statement that animals and trees 
were not yet created. Although these stories in their details overlap epochs, yet they present a 
remarkable sequence of movement. A collection of these myths was being made by a native Nez 
Perce, but death cut short his work. 

Ma-na? 

Old Billy15 said: "Long ago we used to watch the water flowing" (he lived beside the 
Clearwater, a broad, rippling stream) "day after day, night after night. The water was ever 
flowing, and the water was ever the same, and we cried, "Ma-na?" ("What causes it to be?"). 

"We looked at the great rocks, enduring always, while men and all living things come and 
go, are born and die, and we cried, "Ma-na?" 

"We watched the clouds gather, the storms sweep over the mountains and through the 
village. We heard the wind, we could not see it, although we saw its effects -- and again we cried 
'Ma-na?"' 
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"We watched, we waited, we looked at every strange thing; we were always waiting, 
watching. A great white bird sailing in the air would come across our sight. We would wait, and 
watch, and ask, 'Paish yon' (''Perhaps that is it?")" 

All speculations were impersonal in character, and spoken of as "it." This feeling of 
impersonality lay below all speculations concerning any manifestation. 

Wy-a-kin, the familiar spirit or guardian of a person; from wy-ick, "to move." 

Wy-ya-tin-wash, the place where the spirit, the wy-a-kin, came to the youth. 

Han-ya-wat, the power that made all things. The word is from the root han-it, "to make 
or create." 

Al-la-lim-yah, the Spirit of the Wind, sometimes spoken of as the Spirit of the Mountains. 
This spirit was said to be a person who was naked, walking to and fro unceasingly, never resting, 
never eating, continually wailing and weeping, tears of blood falling from his eyes and from the 
great staff which h~ carried. He was very tall. In ancient times many persons sought to ascertain 
whether Al-la-lim-yah was a man or a woman, but no one has ever been able to touch this being. 
When a person thought he saw Al-la-lim-yah and put out a hand to touch him, there was no 
substance, only the air. By his breath Al-la-lim-yah started all the breezes, all the winds. He 
walked on the tops of the trees, and felled them with his breath. As he moved about, there were 
two turning places: one was the mountains near Moscow, Idaho, the place to which the people 
fled when the floods came over the land, and so were saved; the other was in the Asotin country. 
Al-la-lim-yah is that spirit that sends the wy-a-kin, a beast or a bird, to the youth who goes alone 
to fast and pray on the mountains. 

Te-la-pu-sa, the word used for ''worship," is the name of an ancient dance. It was 
impossible to get any accurate account of this dance. The following are two songs used in it: 

Yo-ko awi at sam. 

Mamai yats han it. 

Te-lop at sa hit keik ta tash a 

A kam kin e kom. 

He-ya he yi yi. 

(Translation:) 

We look for him who children made. 

We are lonely and homesick. 

He will descend, we will meet him, 

The great Chief above. 

He-ya he yi yi. 

Ki-jah-he yuk keit a tas am a 

Miohotomu. 

He-ha hi yi yi. 

(Translation:) 

He will destroy those who are bad. 



The great Chief above, when he comes. 

He-ya hi yi yi. 
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The Wy-a-kin 

When a boy or a girl was approaching puberty, that period was regarded as the proper 
time for retiring to some lonely place, there to fast in the hope that in a dream or vision something 
would appear and breathe upon them. Whatever was seen by them under these circumstances 
was called a wy-a-kin, and it was believed to be able to put them in communication with the 
supernatural powers, and bestow upon them health, strength, and good fortune. In order to 
obtain this assistance it was necessary for the dreamer to make an image of what he had seen, and 
keep it near his person. This image could be made from hide, wood, or stone. When a lad had 
seen his wy-a-kin and was about to make its image, he fasted, and went alone to some secluded 
place and in silence made the image. Sometimes he went to the place where the vision occurred, 
but this was not obligatory. During the process of manufacture the youth could not touch or 
drink water, nor eat. He must strive to be holy. The work of making the image is generally done 
at one sitting, though there are no rules about this -- a person could return home and then go back · 
and finish the work. When the image was completed, frequently an arrow was tied to it with 
sinew, colored red, yellow, or green. A man might have more than one vision, and so more than 
one wy-a-kin. There were wy-a-kins for war, for hunting, and for fishing, but there was none for 
digging kouse or camas [Lomatium cous and Camassia quamash; the preparation of these staple 
plant foods is discussed below]. This work tended to make the body strong, and so was in itself a 
helper, and there was no need ofa wy-a-kin. 

If the same object appeared again and again many times to a lad, this indicated that the lad 
was to become a te-wat -- "mystery man,"· a kind of shaman. 

The following experience was given by an old man of excellent repute, and occurred when 
he was about twelve to fourteen years of age: 

"My father's brother took me to an old man who had mysterious power. This old man said to me: 
'Now you are to seek. Whatever comes to you, whatever you see, whatever speaks to you, from 
that thing you will have help.' He gave me his own cap to wear. It was made of a coyote skin. 
He put the cap on my head and told me to go to a certain place where there was a stone. When I 
reached there I must put the cap on the stone. The old man said he would whip me if in the 
following morning he did not find the cap on the stone. It was late in the afternoon when I was 
taken to the old man, and it was dark when he sent me off to the lonely place where the stone 
was. I was very much afraid of the dark, and I went away crying. I kept looking back, I was so 
afraid, but at last I lost sight of his tent and I was all alone and in great fear. At last I got to the 
place, and I felt about and found the stone, and put the cap on it. As I did this all fear left me, and 
I started to return. As I went I saw a nice looking woman with yellow garments, and a child was 
with her. She advanced toward me, and I suddenly fell over. I lay in a swoon by the side of the 
trail. When I came to my senses I saw a man and his colt -- the woman and child had turned into 
these. Then I knew that the horse was to be my wy-a-kin. I got up and started on. When I was 
nearly home I fell again. While I was lying in this second swoon some friends found me, and 
carried me to the old man's dwelling. He blew upon me and I became conscious. I was not 
allowed to eat until the old man gave me permission, and then he first blew on my food. This was 
how I saw my wy-a-kin." 

"I made the image of a horse, rolled a little of a horse's mane about it, and added the 
feather of a bird that I saw in another dream that I had, and I wore it about my person. We were 
taught that the wy-a-kin could help us in hunting, for while a man slept his wy-a-kin would be 
busy searching for game, and then would lead the man to the place where the game was. If one 
was tired in the legs, the wy-a-kin would give him strength. If a man was wounded, he was 
rubbed with his wy-a-kin and the wound healed. If a man's wy-a-kin happened to be a beaver and 
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the man was wounded, he would be taken to where there was water, and movements would be 
made like those of a beaver, and the man would first bleed and then he would recover. I have 
seen men who fell when they were drunk, rubbed with their wy-a-kins when they were cut, and 
the wound healed. Some wy-a-kins help a man to stay long under water. I always wore my wy-a
kin in my belt until I became a Christian; then I took it out and threw it away." 

Usually the parents send the boy off to fast and seek his wy-a-kin; but sometimes, when a 
boy is in trouble, he will determine to go off alone to the mountains, even if he should die for it. 
The boy who was going to the mountains to see his wy-a-kin was taught never to speak as he 
went along, not to wonder, not to exclaim, not to question to himself -- but always to listen. 
When the wy-a-kin spoke to a youth, sometimes it was in a song. Then the song was sacred to 
the boy. "The character of a boy," said the old man who was talking, "determines the kind ofwy
a-kin that is sent to him. If he is a brave boy he will see a fierce animal or an owl. The owl kills 
its prey, even mice. This wy-a-kin would give the boy power, when he grew to be a man, to kill 
even grizzly bears." 

The wy-a-kins give signs by the clouds that they are using power. Always they give signs. 

When a man was wounded in battle he would look at his wy-a-kin, sing his song, and 
watch for the sign that he was heard -- a cloud, rain, ever so small a thing, would indicate that he 
was heard and help was coming. 

Sometimes a wounded man would become insensible, in which case a te-wat was sent for. 
He would approach the man, and sing. The song would recall the wounded man to his senses, 
when he would sing; then a sign would come, showing that the wy-a-kin had heard. 

The Northern Lights are regarded as a sign of trouble -- sickness, scarcity of food, or war. 
Sometimes they are seen in the early morning, when they look red, almost like a rainbow. This is 
a sign of war. 

The following was told the writer by an old full-blood Nez Perce of excellent character: 

"When a person goes to seek the wy-a-kin, he must be very watchful. If he sees 
something but does not know what it is, he must say nothing. In his heart he will ask: 'What is 
it?' but he will keep silent. If no answer comes, the man will be sorrowful; but if the something 
speaks, it breathes its spirit into the man, and be becomes like a spirit, and is holy." 

"I went to the mountain near Moscow. A friend was with me, and he became lost. I had 
very little clothing, only one small skin to cover me, and I had nothing to eat. It came one night, 
and I sat there alone, shivering. As I sat there a spirit touched me, and said: 'Look upl' I rose 
and saw the wonderful lights flashing as if it were midday. The spirit said: 'Rise, show your 
body, so shall you be strong of body; look at it, so shall your body be strong!' I rose and looked, 
and did as the wy-a-kin said. My wy-a-kin has kept me safe. I have been in battles where the 
arrows of the Snakes were all about me, but I was untouched. The Northern Lights are 
connected with the youngest son -- perhaps they are his wy-a-kin." 

The "youngest son" was in the north. (See the following myth.) 

The following myth is connected with certain rites and ceremonies, and tells who is the 
"youngest son." It was related in 1891 by an old man who died a year or so later. 

On the Columbia River some distance from Wallula is a mountain called Le-leek-pa. This 
name was given by Coyote. There are three or four smaller mountains, and then the Yakima 
River. There used to be a great lake, called E-way-tah, there, which was always icy, and it was 
never warm. This lake was a person called You-ne-yi-yah, because [he was] always cold. This 
was before the present people were hereabouts. Not far from the lake there was a place called 
Yoke-ye-yah, which was always warm. Yoke-ye-yah is the name of the green-necked duck. When 
this duck goes about in the water it shows that spring is at hand. Yoke-ye-yah, the warm place, 
was also a man. Both these men, Y ou-ne-yi-yah and Yoke-ye-yah, had wives, and each had five 
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children. These children grew up, and were always fighting. Each had a large wooden vessel. 
The cold ones had their vessel filled with icy water; the warm ones had theirs filled with oil from a 
large fish called kei-lakh. The ice was like glass. The warm ones poured oil on the ice, the cold 
ones threw on icy water, and the place became impassable. The children of the warm man, Yoke
ye-yah, could not work there. In the effort of these children to get to their home and parents they 
were all killed -- not one was left of the warm family but the old man and his wife. Their eldest 
son had married, and his wife was with child. She said to her father- and mother-in-law: "My 
husband is killed, I have no one left, and I am going away." She took her basket-hat off of her 
head and hung it up in one place, and hung a deerskin, white and soft, beside it. Then she said to 
the old people: "If the basket-hat falls, you will know that my child is born and is a girl; if the 
white skin falls, then the child is a boy. Should the child be a boy, when he is grown if you see a 
red cloud, then you may know that he is coming to see you." Having told the old folks these 
things, she started off alone, and went toward the south. 

In course of time, the white skin fell. The old woman turned to her husband, and said: 
"Did you make that skin fall?" "No," he answered; but the wife was not satisfied. She picked up 
the skin and hung it up in its former place, but it at once fell down again. Then both exclaimed: 
"Ah! It is true." 

The boy grew, well-proportioned in body and wise in mind. His mother told him the story 
of how the cold man, You-ne-yi-yah, had killed all his relatives except his old grandfather and 
grandmother. When the time came she sent him alone to the mountains to get his wy-a-kin. He 
was gone two or three nights. When he came back he said to his mother: "What shall I do 
further?" "Plunge into the cold water to make yourself strong," she said, "and you must work, 
work, and never be idle." Again she said: "You must make a sweat-house. You must put 
slender sticks down your throat and the bad blood will flow out. Afterward go again into the 
sweat-house, and then plunge into the cold water." He did as his mother told him, and grew 
stronger and stronger, so strong that he could break a great log and pull up a tree by its roots. He 
kept on with his training until at last he said: "I have done all, I am strong, and I shall start for my 
grandfather." As he set forth on his journey the red clouds spread themselves over the heavens. 
The old grandmother caught sight of them, and remembered the saying of her daughter-in-law. 
She cried to her husband: "Look! Look! See the red clouds!" The sight was strange, for it had 
been cold, cold winter ever since their children had been killed. 

The young man traveled on until he came in sight of the great mountain, Le-leek-pa. He 
sat down on one of the smaller mountains and looked about him. All was ice except one little 
place where his grandparents sat. Just then the old folks looked up and saw, toward the east, a 
yellow cloud, and soon a warm wind began to blow. (The Nez Perces say, when it is yellow in 
the east up to the zenith it will be warm for a long period.) As the young man, who was named 
Look-ye-you-me-tats, sat there on the small mountain looking at where his grandfather and 
grandmother were confined, tears filled his eyes and fell in such profusion that they formed the 
cascades [Cascade Range]. The young man cried out to his grandfather: "Go to where a canoe is 
hid for you," and he led them down the Yakima River to the Columbia. The cold man, You-ne-yi
yah, said to his wife and five children, as he saw the old couple start out: "Look! They are going 
after fish!" The whole family became very angry and they ran and caught hold of the canoe. But 
the grandson held the canoe while the old people hauled in a great load of fish. Suddenly the 
young man rose and stepped on the ice. Ku-ku-tu-ku-tu went the ice, cracking in every direction 
under the gigantic proportions of the young man. "Ah! That is the grandson," shouted You-ne
yi-yah, the cold man, and he and all his family fled in terror, for the ice was fast breaking. The 
grandfather, grandmother, and grandson went home and made much oil out of the fish, and filled 
the five vessels belonging to the dead sons. Then they rested. After a while the grandson said: 
"We will go again." So they started for the Columbia River, where they met their old enemy, the 
cold man, his wife, and their five children. There the grandson wrestled with them, swaying back 
and forth. The grandfather threw on oil and the ice broke into cracks, ku-ku-tu-ku-tu, and all of it 
was going. The grandson killed the cold man and his wife, and all but his youngest son, who fled. 
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Then the warm wind blew and blew, and the grandson said: "Henceforth there shall be no more 
perpetual winter; for a short time only shall cold prevail, then warmth will come again. So when 
ta-la-leekh (yellow broken clouds) are seen after the cold, then shall the people know warm 
weather is coming. If very early before the sun rises red clouds are seen, the cold will come 
quickly, like the winking of an eye." The "youngest son" of the cold man escaped to the north, 
and when the cold wind blows, they say it comes from You-me-yi-yah-min-me-ots -- the place 
where You-me-yi-yah 's [sic] son went. The grandson went back to the forest, and the warm wind 
is called yoke-yi-yah-min-me-ots -- the place where the grandson went. The teaching of the son 
by his mother is considered as the authority for the practices observed among the people to gain 
strength-- plunging into the river, going to the sweat-house, and thrusting sticks down the throat. 
So too the signs of the ancient struggle are still seen: little red clouds in the east are the sign of 
cold, as are also the northern lights, and these are connected with the youngest son of the cold 
man. Little red clouds in the west are the sign of warm weather and are connected with the 
grandson. 

Men who could not see anything when they went alone on the mountains to fast and pray 
have been known to make an image and use is as a true wy-a-kin. Such men always fell in battle
they had nothing to protect them. 

Te-wats16 

The grandson was the first te-wat. He was the first one to go to the mountains to seek his 
wy-a-kin, the first to make the sweat-house, the first to use the sticks and to do all the things 
necessary to become strong. 

While he was young he did much good. All the good te-wats (mystery men) follow the 
grandson as he was when he was young; the bad te-wats (wizards or shamans) follow the 
grandson as he was when he became old. For when the grandson, by his power, waxed mighty 
and rich and obtained many wy-a-kins, he took all the pretty women. They did not want to be his 
wives; he killed them, and became a terror in his old age, using his power for evil and harm, and 
not for good as when he was young. 

If a te-wat kept to his wy-a-kin, he stayed good all his life; but if he gets many wy-a-kins, 
he wanted to kill people and do other bad things. When two or more te-wats contended against 
each other, they did not touch each other -- it was their wy-a-kins that fought. The weaker gave 
way, and the man died. If the two who were contending were of equal strength, then the two men 
died about the same tjme. It thus happened that through jealousy te-wats tried to kill each other. 
Most te-wats became bad as they grew old; power made them bad. 

Te-wats were sometimes called to draw out of the sick man the evil spirit that caused the 
disease. If the te-wat' s wy-a-kin can recognize the spirit, the te-wat can take it out of the man; but 
if the wy-a-kin does not recognize it, then the te-wat can do nothing to help the sick man. 

The Pe '-tow-gah-kin Society 

The name of this society means "to make one happy." The society was composed of te
wahs [te-wats] solely, and held its meeting in a long-house during the winter, at which time new 
members were admitted. A candidate had to present himself voluntarily, and must be a young 
man to whom the same object appeared repeatedly when he went alone to fast and dream in the 
mountains. When he offered himself to the Pe '-tow-gah-kin for initiation, he then for the first 
time sang the song that his wy-a-kin had given him in his vision and at the same time he acted out 
his vision. When he arose and stepped out to do this, he "could not move freely or rapidly 
because his wy-a-kin was still feeble within him." After one of the te-wats approached him and 
moved around him once or twice, then the young man would be able to proceed and dance alone. 
As he danced and acted, the te-wat who had helped him watched every movement closely in order 
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to detect what the young man's wy-a-kin might be. The te-wats knew and understood the cries of 
the animals, and what they mean. So, after a time, the te-wat who was watching would think that 
his wy-a-kin recognized the wy-a-kin of the initiate. If the te-wat correctly guessed the name of 
the wy-a-kin, then the young man fell rigid. The reason for this was because of the "struggle 
between his wy-a-kin and the wy-a-kin of the te-wat." Sometimes the wy-a-kin of a young man 
was so powerful that it made the te-wat want to kill the young man so that it might not oppose the 
wy-a-kin of the te-wat. If he did try to kill the young man, he must not touch him with his hand, 
for it was the wy-a-kin that held the life of the man. "The te-wats have power with the spirits of 
birds and animals, and can wage war, wy-a-kin against wy-a-kin," said my informant. 

The following was told concerning a dance that was held by the te-wats during the winter. 
The incident may have occurred at the dance called Wy-a-kin-ye-tset, "Dance of the Wy-a-kins," 
which took place in winter. Concerning this dance, detailed information was not obtained as to its 
frequency, as it has passed out of use by the middle of the last century. 

"At the dance the te-wats determined to see who was best, whose wy-a-kin was the 
strongest. They moved about the fire and stretched their hands over each other. The stronger 
would make the weaker fall stiff, as if dead. There were women present, and sometimes they 
would rise and dance in the way of honoring the te-wats. In recognition of the honor shown by 
the women, the wife of a te-wat would take a gift to one of the dancing women. If she touched 
the gift with her left hand, she would fall as in a fit17

, but if she took it with her right hand, all 
went well. On one occasion a woman was dancing and not seeing the gift bearer approaching, 
accidentally touched her with her left hand, and fell rigid at once." 

Power of the Te-wats 
"The te-wats have power to call rain," said an old man. "They can do this by singing 

certain songs. They talk to themselves, and after a time they foretell when the rain will come." 

In the same manner the te-wats could tell what one's luck would be in hunting, for they 
had the power to forecast events. They likewise had the power to cure rattlesnake bites. An old 
man whom I knew was said to have this ability -- and a case was cited where the man bitten was 
"black and swollen" before the te-wat arrived, but after the singing of the songs and the passing of 
hands over the man, the te-wat "pulled out the poison." 

Te-wats could kill a man by magic. The man thus doomed was "unconscious of what had 
been done, but ·he was soon seized with a sickness, and sent for a te-wat, as a te-wat can see who 
has done the mischief." The patient was laid on the ground, and his friends gathered about him. 
Sticks were placed along the sides of the man, and on these the friends beat, keeping time to the 
songs of the te-wat, who was to try to expel the evil from the man. The te-wat knelt beside the 
man and extended his hands over the prostrate form, but did not touch it. At the proper time a 
rawhide was put about the body of the te-wat and held by two stout men, while the te-wat pulled 
and tugged as if drawing something out of the patient. After a while, when he was in a reeking 
sweat, the te-wat declared he had drawn out the evil. He might show it. Sometimes it looked like 
a bit of sinew three or four inches long. The te-wat would draw it out to five or six feet, but it 
would spring back to its former length. The te-wat asked what he should do with the man who 
had put his spell there -- kill him, or save his life? The relatives had to decide. If they decided on 
death, then the te-wat cut the sinew in two, and at that moment the man who had worked the spell 
died. "White people will not believe this," added my informant, "but it is true. These charms will 
work only on Indians; they do not affect white men."18 
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Love Charms 

Certain te-wats possessed medicines that would cause a love spell; these could be bought 
by young men. Before the youth could use the medicine he must fast for two days and bathe 
frequently. Then he took the medicine and sought the girl. If he could touch her clothing with it 
-- if only the edge of her blanket -- that was enough. Then he must be invisible for two more 
days. After that "he gets the girl sure!" 

Columbine seeds [Aquilegia sp.] are used by Nez Perce young men for perfume, as is 
common also among the northern prairie tribes. 

History 

Lawyer 

La-la-chol-sote, Bat that Flies in the Daytime, died in 1876, aged eighty years. He was 
known as Lawyer, 19 and his sons were among the leading men of the tribe. 

Lawyer's father2°lived on the South Fork of the [Clearwater] river, and kept the horses of 
Lewis and Clark when they were there in 1805. Lawyer could remember these first white men. 
He spent much time with the Flatheads, 21 and became acquainted with, and later worked for, the 
American Fur Company.22 It was on account of his shrewdness that he received the name of 
Lawyer. He remained east of the Bitterroot Mountains until Mr. Spalding came, in 1836. Lawyer 
became one of Mr. Spalding's first pupils, and learned to read and write the Nez Perce language. 
Up to 1840 the Nez Perces were divided into many small bands and villages on the Clearwater 
and Snake rivers, and had no head-chief. When excursions were made into the buffalo country, 
the bands came together and chose a leader who would fill the office until the people returned. 
Lawyer was frequently so chosen by parties going to hunt or to war with neighboring tribes. 

In 1840 Dr. [Elijah] White23 was sent as agent to all the tribes living in Oregon Territory. 
He visited the Nez Perces, and finding no head-chief he made Ellis24 such. Ellis, with [ another Nez 
Perce boy named Pitt] a Cayuse and two Spokan Indians, had been taken by the Hudson's Bay 
Company traders to Selkirk settlement [the Red River settlement in Manitoba], and placed at 
school for five years. Ellis could read and write, and it was for this reason that he was made 
head-chief by Dr. White. He filled this position only a short time, for he went with a party to the 
buffalo country and died there in 1847. This was the year of the murder25 of Dr. [Marcus] and 
Mrs. [Narcissa] Whitman, and all missionary work among the Nez Perces was closed at that time. 
Old Joseph26 went to Mr. Spalding's school, and had his son (later Chief Joseph) and his daughter 
baptized. The daughter lived with Mr. Spalding. Later she was married and was living in Kamiah 
when these notes were recorded. Chief Joseph visited this sister at Kamiah in 1891. 27 

There was no head-chief after the death of Ellis until 1855,28 when Governor I. [Isaac] I. 
Stevens [of Washington Territory] and Joel Palmer9 came [to Walla Walla] to make the treaty [of 
1855]. Finding no head-chief, they gave that office to Lawyer, with a commission. 

When the treaty of 1863 was made, Jacob of Lapwai was head-chief [actually Lawyer was 
head chief]. He was defeated for that office in 1874 by Lawyer. In 1875 Lawyer was defeated, 
and Reuben,30 the father of James Reuben,31 was elected. The office lapsed after a few years. 

It was about August [1805] when Lewis and Clark arrived in the Blue Earth country, 
Cho-pun-ish. 32 Lawyer was nearly ten years of age. His father kept Lewis and Clark's horses 
while the Columbia River was explored to its mouth [the horses were kept at Ahsahka, at the 
mouth of the North Fork of the Clearwater River, where the Lewis and Clark expedition made 
canoes for the final portion of their westward trek]. The way Lewis and Clark came to call the 
Clearwater Koos-koos-kie, was this: the Nez Perces were asked, when the explorers reached the 
Clearwater, if this was the great river of the west; they replied "Koos-koos-kie," that is, "This is a 
smaller river. "33 
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Hand-shaking was first made known to the Nez Perces by Lewis and Clark. When these 
white men came among the Nez Perces, who were at their yearly gathering in the prairie [Weippe 
Prairie in north-central Idaho], the strange men shook the hands of the Indians. Some of the old 
men said: "Hin-olt-sih," they dandle us as if we were children. They could not understand this 
form of greeting. 

The Treaty of 1863 was negotiated because of the discovery of mineral deposits on the 
Nez Perce land. The Indians had objected to miners coming among the tribe. Lawyer, however, 
induced the Indians to sign; but old Joseph (father of Chief Joseph), Eagle From the Light, Big 
Thunder, and Looking Glass34 refused to sign and accept the treaty which established the 
reservation as it stood before the allotment in 1889. This caused the breaking of the tribe into the 
"treaty'' and "non-treaty'' parties. 

The Wallowa valley had been held as a common hunting and fishing ground, and until 
1863 no one chief claimed it. The first dispute arose about 1871, when white settlers came. Then 
young ( Chief) Joseph claimed it. In 1873 the valley was reserved; in 187 5 the order was 
rescinded. Young Joseph became angry with Lawyer. Joseph's father was a half-brother of Five 
Crows, a Cayuse Chief, and his mother was half Cayuse. When Joseph became the leader of the 
non-treaty Indians, the Nez Perces who accepted the treaty and were influenced by La~er bade 
Joseph [to] cease to make trouble for the tribe, and go to the country that was equally his -- that 
of the Cayuse, the Umatilla reservation. In these troublous [sic] times Looking Glass said he had 
mysterious powers and could cause a man's death by wishing it and the people of Asotin, where 
he lived, made him a chief. He found Joseph. Lawyer had become a Christian, and was made an 
elder in the Presbyterian Church in 1871. In 1872 he was defeated in the election for head-chief 
by Jacob of Lapwai. In 1874 Lawyer defeated Jacob's re-election. In 1875 Reuben, the father of 
James Reuben, was elected head-chief. Lawyer then retired to Kamiah, where he remained until 
his death in 1876. 

Nancy3s 

The following reminiscences of Nez Perce life in the first half of the last century were 
taken down from an old full-blood Nez Perce woman in 1890. Her name was Nancy [Corbett], 
and she was a respected and trustworthy person. She had had a varied life. Even in her old age 
( she was well on toward eighty years when the conversation here recorded took place) she was a 
woman of remarkable vigor of mind. Her children were all past middle life, her grandchildren 
grown men and women, and their children approaching maturity. All of her descendants were of 
good character and standing among the people with whom they lived, both Indians and white folk. 
The pictures she gave us of the vicissitudes and limitations of Indian life have an historical as well 
as ethnological value. 

Concerning Nancy's grandmother: In the latter part of the eighteenth century a party of 
Nez Perces went across the mountain to the eastward to hunt. While the men were away, the 
camp, where were the women and children and some old men, was surprised by enemies. The old 
men fought, but were overpowered, and all who were not wounded were carried away captive. 
Each person's arms were pinioned behind him at night, and they were tied with ropes. The night 
following the capture, Nancy's grandmother, who was of the party, dreamed that a little black 
squirrel came to her and told her she would be killed the next day, but that she could save herself 
if she would do what the squirrel had told her when she was a little girl. The squirrel had told her 
how little squirrels cut ropes with their teeth. When the grandmother awoke, she bit the ropes 
that tied her, and so freed herself. She had with her a little girl who was clothed in a skin dress 
decorated with elk's teeth. These rattled so that the dress could not be taken off the child without 
waking the party, so it was impossible to save the child. When the grandmother found that she 
must leave the little girl, she crept away and went up on a hill where there was a tree with many 
branches. She climbed up and hid there. When day dawned, search was made for her until noon, 
then the party went on and left her, and she made her way back to the Nez Perce. 
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Later this woman was cooking kouse with her sister where they were camped on the south 
fork. The kouse was in a cedar-root basket, in which the water was made to boil with hot stones. 
Suddenly one of the sisters caught sight of a Snake Indian peeping through the mats of the lodge. 
The sisters questioned how to save themselves and agreed to quarrel. So they talked loud, pulled 
sticks from the fire, and made as if to strike each other. The man became so interested in 
watching the fighting women that he pushed his head through the mats in order to see better, 
when the younger sister seized the basket of boiling kouse as if to throw it at her sister, but 
instead she dashed it in the face of the Snake Indian. He gave a gasp, fell back a few steps, and 
died, blinded and scalded. 

Then were efforts made to get [ on the] track of those taken captive. Nancy's grandfather 
went to the Pacific coast and procured dentalium [Dentalium pretiosum] shells from the Indians 
there, and then started across the country to trade. He went on until he came to a people who 
lived in earth houses something like the Nez Perce sweat-houses, only very large ( evidently "earth 
lodges"). He made friends with these people, and obtained horses from them. Horses were then 
esteemed as great wealth, as there were not many in the tribe. When the people first had these 
animals they did not know them, and when a horse put its ears back, the Indians would say: "He 
is glad to see me." When they forded they would tie the horse by the head and tail and the man 
went on foot, keeping on the upper side to prevent the current from carrying off the horse. They 
did queer things in those daysl 

Nancy's father was not very tall, but he was well developed and very strong. He could 
carry three deer, one on his back and one on each arm. He used to bathe much in the icy river. 
He would thrust sticks down his throat, and run with them quite a distance. He ate no meat, only 
roots and fish. Once, on the Middle fork [ of the Clearwater River], he was attacked by a bear; he 
caught the animal by the ears, tore its mouth apart, and thrust his knife down the bear' s throat, 
killing it. There was a deep pool where large salmon came. He would take a hair rope with a 
spike fastened to one end, and dive with it into this pool. Then he would spear the fish, string 
them on the rope, and the men on shore would draw them up. He would catch twenty at a time in 
this way. (Diving and walking under the water were frequently perfonned by the Nez Perce. A 
man whom I knew in Kamiah [Nicodemus] took a heavy stone under each ann to hold him down, 
and walked across the bottom of the Clearwater where it was more than two hundred feet wide 
and quite deep.36 Swimming and diving were a part of the early training ofboys -- in old times). 

It is said that Nancy's grandfather, Se-lu-pa-low-tin, and his younger brother, Ha-/ul-ho
tsot (who was grandfather of the old chief Lawyer), were the first Nez Perces to cross the 
mountains. They went up the Middle fork to a divide where there is a big rock that has a head on 
it. (The drawing Nancy made of this rock was like a huge mushroom.) This rock is known to the 
Nez Perces by the name Tsar-pah-tsa '-tit, "having a head." Here they looked down and saw an 
open country. They saw moccasin tracks and followed them, and were the first Nez Perces to 
meet the Flatheads, who were out hunting in that region. 

Nancy's maternal grandfather had white hair and was spotted, and in every generation 
there were some of the children who were spotted, and they were generally partly deaf. He lived 
in the village where Lewiston now stands and was a leading man. Much wild rye [ Elymus 
cinereus] grew thereabouts. 

When Nancy was a little girl she used to gather flat stones and keep them in a little wildcat 
skin bag. She would take her bag of stones, go to a sandy place where she would dig circles, and 
set up the stones for people, and put thorn berries [Crataegus sp.] about to make a grove. 
Mussel shells [probably Margaritifera falcata] were the horses. She would bind the little stones 
with deer skin to the shells, the short stones being women and the long ones men. She made 
bows out of grass, and laid them beside the little men as they slept, so that their weapons would 
be near at hand if an attack were made. 
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Nancy used to watch her father make flint arrowheads. He held a piece of deerskin in his 
hand to protect it from the flint; the point was toward his wrist. He had an elk-horn tip, one end 
of which was sharpened to a point while the other was blunt. He used the blunt end when making 
a large arrowhead, the sharpened for a small one. In southern Idaho, in the Snake [ or Shoshone 
Indian] country, were two buttes, and parties went there for flint at the risk of their lives. They 
would quarry the stone and put the rough pieces of flint in a deerskin bag, and start home. In safe 
places they would stop and rest, and while resting would work out arrowheads. (I have found 
many work-shops at resting places on the trail leading from the Nez Perce land to the southern 
country). 

The stick used in digging camas was of mock orange [syringa or Philadelphus lewisil], the 
end having been hardened by fire. 

Hoes were made by fastening a stone to a stick with sinew. An elk-horn, sharpened, was 
employed in pecking a tree in order to fell it. A stone hammer, shaped in the middle to fit the 
hand, was used to pound the elk-horn on the spongy end. In this manner trees were cut down. It 
was slow and hard work. 

Nancy said: "We made pottery, shaping it by hand. We dried it in the sun, and then 
rubbed it with salmon scales until it was hard and glossy. We used to cook the skin of the salmon 
to make glue. The men wove the cooking baskets out of split cedar roots; we put hot stones in 
them and boiled the water, and so cooked our food. The women made baskets out of wild rye 
and rushes. The wild rye was made into mats for beds. The people were poor in skins, and the 
babies were put on these mats." 

"Robes were made out of the skin of the white-tail deer [ Odocoileus virginianus ]. The 
awl used for sewing was from a bone in the leg of a bear, next to the paw. The bone was 
sharpened by rubbing on the rocks." 

The woman's deerskin dress was similar in cut to the calico sacques [ wing dress] worn 
when these notes were taken. The tunic was fringed on the sleeves, the seams, and at the bottom, 
and embroidered with porcupine quills on the breast and shoulders. These tunics were sometimes 
made double, to insure greater warmth. The leggings were embroidered and fringed. Moccasins 
also were embroidered; the soles were double because so much climbing had to be done over 
rocks. 

Nancy was first named by her father.37 When she reached puberty her mother gave her a 
name from her family. It is said that long ago old men had visions, and in these visions names 
were given which they were to bestow on their children. The names thus received through 
dreams became the family names, and no one outside could take them, and they must be given the 
child formally by the family. When a c~d was born, word was sent to the father's family, and a 
name was then given; this name belonged only to childhood. Every family had a set of these 
names. When the boy or girl reached puberty, a feast was held, and he or she was publicly given 
one of the hereditary names to show to what family the person belonged. If the name given had 
once belonged to a man whose life was good, the lad was talked to and urged to strive to be like 
his ancestor whose name he now bore. (This general statement was corroborated by two old and 
trusty men, but it was not possible to ascertain clearly whether it was always the practice that the 
name given a child must be one of the child-names of the father's family, as was the case with 
Nancy). 

Among the young people the spring was the meeting place. The young man would be 
there when the girl came for water, and he would fill her vessel and be very polite. 

If a girl liked a young man she might tell her parents, or she might tell the young man that 
she liked him and would marry him. If he objected, he would say: "We are related." If a girl 
refused a man, she would say the same thing to him. If a girl and a young man liked each other 
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and were in earnest, one would go to the parents of the other, and say: "We are not related," and 
add: "You will find gifts in a certain place." Then if the parents were willing, the girl's parents 
would add gifts. Sometimes parents arranged marriages, and said nothing to the children. 

"I had been out playing shinny,"38 said Nancy, "and when I came home my parents told me 
I was to marry a certain man. I did not want to many anybody, and I cried a great deal. I had to 
go to him. I lived with him, but he beat me. Then he went off: and I took my son and went back 
to my parents and lived with them for more than two years. Then there came a white man who 
gave my father much money, and I had to go with him. I lived with him many years, until his 
death. 

"There used to be wars, for my white husband was a hunter. Once I was in a battle with 
the Cheyenne, and a warrior rushed at me with his spear. I dodged it, and it went into the ground. 
The man pulled it out, but I jumped at it, seized it by the handle, and broke it. Another time a 
young man rushed at me. He had an elk-horn whip hanging to his wrist by a strip of wildcat skin. 
He cried to me 'Look at the sun for the last timel' 'Look at the sun yourself, for ifl die, you die, 
too,' I shouted. He raised the whip to beat out my brains. I seized the whip and broke the skin 
strap. I kept the whip. Afterward a Cheyenne came and offered me many presents for that whip. 
'Why should I give you the whip,' I asked. 'Because,' he answered, 'when that young man goes 
back the people will ask him for his whip, and when they find out that a woman took it from him, 
he will be as a woman."' 

"One time my white husband was wounded in battle. He had an arrow in his hand, and 
another in his arm, and one in his spine. I pulled the arrows out of his hand and arm, but I could 
not get the one out of his back. I tried to pull it out with my teeth. I put a blanket about it, to get 
a better hold, but it would not come. Later, when the wound was very sore, I pulled it out and he 
got well." 

"I used to make leggings, moccasins, and sheets for the white hunters, and to mend their 
clothes. I made a cover for the wagon, of wildcat skin, and sewed little bells on the seams, so that 
they jingled when the wagon moved." 

"In the old times, when a young person died, the parents would beg to be buried with the 
child. Sometimes the relatives would have to tie the old people up. 's father 
[Fletcher apparently intended to fill in the name later] had to be tied when his younger brother 
died. I remember seeing an old man enter the grave prepared for his son. He sat down in the 
excavated place, took his son's body in his arms, and was buried with him. They built a sort of 
roof of sticks over him, and then piled the earth over the grave, and he died there with his dead 
son. At a burial everyone present threw some gifts into the grave." 

The Months 

A myth relates that once Prairie Chicken and Coyote consulted as to the divisions of time. 
Coyote wanted as many months as there were hairs on his tail. Prairie Chicken said, ''No, that 
would be too many and too long, the people would starve. There had better be as many as 
feathers in my tail." Coyote would not agree to this. Then Prairie Chicken said, "I will hide. If 
you find me, it can be your way. If you can not find me, then it shall be my way." 

When Coyote was looking off somewhere, Prairie Chicken slipped away and hid. Coyote 
searched and searched. He stepped on the Prairie Chicken many times; that is why it has no flesh 
on its back -- Coyote scratched it off. At last Prairie Chicken put up her head and said, "Can't 
you find me? You 'II never be anything but a Coyote, going around looking and halting!" 

Prairie Chicken rose. It has twelve feathers on its tail. 
Months were measured by the growth of plants and the growth and movements of animals 

and fish. The moon was not considered a true measure. Following are the names of the months: 
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January, We-loo '-poop, "the cold winds and the long month." 

February, Al-la-tom-ma/, "all little things." At this time everything begins to spring out of 
the earth. 

March, Ah-ah-me, "the crows begin to call"; also Ka-ka-te-tat, the name of a root which is 
eaten in the spring. This time the flowers begin to come. 

April, Ah-pah '-al, a word expressing the work of preparing kouse, the gathering and 
pounding of the root. In this month the kouse is growing. 

May, Hee '-Jul, a term expressing the act of catching fish by nets. 

June, Kqui-ok'-sal, from kqui-kse, a small fish that is caught in a net at this time. 

July, Hee-lem, the middle of the fire or the heat. Ty-yam is the word for summer, and 
hee '-Jem, is the middle of ty-yam. 

August, Ku/ '-Ji-me. Ku/ '-Ji is the name of a small greenish fish that goes up the streams 
to the mountains in this month. 

September, I'kka-aJ, the time when the salmon appeared in the mountains. The first 
salmon are bad to eat. 

month. 

October, Ho-pi-lul, the time the leaves fall. 

November, Sue 'kh-/e-walla, an expression meaning that summer is ended, winter is near. 

December, Ha-ha-ak-quw, the name of the fetus of the deer. The deer breed in this 

The Seasons 

The seasons are: Ty-yam, summer; Suck-mim, fall; AJ-mim, winter; We-wahk, spring; AJ
we-ta, spring. 

A person's age is measured by springs. 

Personal Names39 

Many of the personal names refer to Ah-la-lim-yah, the Spirit of the Wind; to Ah-leu-toe, 
the Spirit of Fire; and to Ah-lu-yah, the Spirit of Intense Cold. 

The names that begin with Ah-, or long A, generally refer to these spirits of wind, fire, or 
cold. Of fifty-six names beginning with this sound, forty-eight belonged to women. The 
following are female names: Ah-la-lim-te-yuht (Ah-la-lim-yah, sings or echoes on the 
mountains). Ah-la-lim-yah-we-nun (Ah-la-lim-yah, weeps among dry forest trees). Ah-la-lim
wa-tsan-my (Ah-la-/im-yah says, "I pass close to you"). Ah-leu-toe-tar-i-eye (little fire travels in 
the dark mountains). Ah-lu-yah-tol-te pot (the cold walks high on the mountains). 

In male names these spirits are more active, as in Ah-la-lim-yah-tah-kar-win, 'filled with 
the spirit': Ah-la-lim-yah, 'as a whirlwind.' 

Ah-lu-you-ho-e: Ah-lu-yah, 'cold races.' 

Ah-lu-you-tsal: Ah-lu-yah, 'cold enters everywhere'. 

The names of birds of strong flight occur in the masculine names. The names given to 
chiefs referred to large birds, large beasts, or to the sun. Female names referred to the land or 
earth and to smaller animals. Sometimes masculine names also referred to the earth as Red Earth, 
Clean Earth, Sloping Earth, The Earth Weeps, The Earth is Afraid. 

The following are the names of the "chief' birds: 
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Yi-yah, White Duck; Wap-tas-in, Black Eagle; Ya-tin, Gray Crane (many used to be seen 
long ago); Y-ku-kune, Woodpecker (this was the chief or leader of all the small birds). 

Of the "chief' animals, the following could be used or referred to in the names given to 
chiefs: 

Yack-a, Black Bear; Wa-gon-ki-a, Elk; Tim-nun-in, Mountain Sheep; Ha-hats, White 
Bear; He-men, Wolf; All-he-tup-nin, Mink. The mink was the chief of the small furred animals on 
the mountains. Ki-o-ta, ( ), claimed to be head of all; he might be killed or drowned many 
times, yet he would rise again. 

There were no names, male or female, referring to the moon. A black stone (ops) from 
which arrow points were chipped is referred to in some masculine names. 

Personal names were hereditary in families. A pet name was given to a little child. It 
often had several names. Sometimes a child would express a preference for a particular name, 
and would say: "From today, or from tomorrow, this shall be my name." But a name so chosen, 
or one given by the parents, was not considered to be the permanent, or "strong," name until it 
was publicly proclaimed in an assembly and assented to by those present. This proclaiming of the 
name generally took place at one of the feasts for the dead. At that time the father and mother of 
the child brought a present of blankets, or a horse, and after all the possessions of the dead had 
been divided among the relatives and friends, the father or the mother held up the gift brought to 
establish the child's name, saying, "I want my child's name to be" ." A brief 
silence followed; then an old woman or an old man would answer, Ah, "yes," and this would be 
followed by consenting Ahs from all the assembly. From that time on the child would be known 
far and near by the name then proclaimed. The child had generally reached the age of the second 
dentition when this event took place. 

The boys were generally given one of the hereditary names belonging to the father's 
family, and the girls one from the mother's family. The old names generally referred to the 
leading spirits -- wind, heat, cold, fire, earth, water, etc. If there was any contention in the family 
as to the names to be given, whichever parent brought the gift and obtained the assent of the 
assembly carried the day. The name then assumed became the permanent name, and all disputing 
ceased. 

In the olden time, when a boy or a girl sought his vision and secured his wy-a-kin in the 
vigil of the mountains, a name might be given by the attendant spirit. If such happened, the name 
was kept a secret until some day in battle, or in the presence of great danger, when safety or relief 
came through the power of the wy-a-kin. Then the new name would be proclaimed for the first 
time by its owner, although it might have been bestowed many years before by the wy-a-kin. That 
name took precedence of all [sic] other names, and became the honor name of the individual. 

Chief Joseph took his name from his father to whom it was probably given by Mr. 
Spalding when he was baptized. His Indian name was Hin-ma-ton yah-laht-kit. It is composed of 
two words: hin-ma-ton, 'thunder' and yah-laht-kit, 'coming from the water up over the land'; 
hence "the sound of the thunder coming rolling over the water to the land." 

Mortuary Customs 

When a death occurred, particularly if the deceased were a prominent person, a friend 
would be sent to proclaim the death through the village and also through all the villages of the 
group. This custom was still observed in 1890. The writer has heard the stillness of the night 
broken by the ringing voice of the messenger proclaiming the death of a member of the 
community. This was followed, here and there, by sounds of persons startled from their sleep and 
running out to catch more distinctly the name that was called. 
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When a man died, his closest friend would take the clothes of the deceased to the dwelling 
of the nearest relative, and lay them before him, saying: "These are the garments of your 
relative." Then the relative would send far and near to all the friends and kindred, to bid them to 
a solemn feast. 

At the time of the feast, when all were present, the friend who had taken the clothes of the 
dead man would put them on; and, standing there in the garments of the dead, he would make a 
speech in which the death was formally announced and the life and character of the deceased 
extolled. At the conclusion of the address the speaker removed the garments. This was a signal 
for expressions of sorrow, and all the company responded by wailing. 

(Notes from Billy) 

According to Billy, it was said that, in ancient times, when the fish first came up the river 
no one was allowed to eat of them until the people were assembled by the priests, when there was 
a ceremony of thanks, the priests singing ritual songs. A similar ceremony took place when the 
berries ripened. Men were appointed to go out and hunt for game, that meat could be served at 
this thanksgiving feast. The women would gather the fruit. After the people accepted 
Christianity they observed this feast of first-fruits. They came together and had a collation, the 
meeting opening with prayer and the singing of hymns. "I attended one of these feasts when the 
fish began to run," said Billy. "The fish were split lengthwise and threaded on sticks three or four 
feet long; these were thrust in the ground around the fire, the heads of the fish uppermost, and 
thus were roasted. Meat was cooked in the same manner." 

Billy thought that this ceremony was modified by the whites -- that formerly the first 
salmon were taken to the chief of the village; the chief called all the other chiefs, who ate of it; 
then the people caught and ate. 

Young men and women of marriageable age could marry from October to December, but 
at no other time of the year. No one married until he or she was about twenty years of age. The 
couple were engaged, but not bound; they agreed that if all went well they would take each other. 
During this period each watched the character and behavior of the other. If all was pleasant, they 
married for life. Polygamy did not exist in the Kamiah valley until after the white people came 
into the country.40 It was a sort of etiquette for the husband or wife to say, when dying: "Do not 
grieve too long for me; take a husband" (or a wife). 

No young man or woman could stay overnight in the long-house unless permission was 
granted by the parents. Only married people and young children remained in the long-house.41 

Immorality was punished as follows: One of the baskets having a hole in the bottom for 
the mortar on which the kouse was pounded, was put on the head of the offender and pressed 
down until it rested just above the eyes. The man or woman was then forced to stand before a 
hot, smoking fire until nearly exhausted. Meantime a person heralded the crime of which the 
culprit was guilty and the people were bidden to have nothing to do with the offender till he or 
she did better. 

When on the buffalo hunt, the herd was sought by runners. A leader was chosen -- a man 
noted for his justice. He had control, and to him the runners reported. The people all moved 
together until the place of the herd was at hand. The leader told the people how to go, and at 
word from him they rushed on the herd and slaughtered all that was needed for food. 

Large bones of extinct animals are found in the Nez Perce country. A mastodon tooth 
weighing twelve pounds was discovered there; such are said to belong to an earth spirit who is 
not good and kind. This spirit has been interpreted in modem times to be the Devil. In reply to 
the Christian teaching of the power of the Devil, the pagan Indian said: "How can that be? He is 
dead -- here are his bonesl" 
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Old Isaac said: At first the people used sticks for arrows and feathered them with a flat 
weed. Then the people had flint points, and used feathers. Then they had skin garments. 

Burden dogs came from the buffalo country. Some were so strong they could carry forty 
pounds on each side. This is the way the Nez Perces brought home their meat from the buffalo 
country. A rich man might have five or eight dogs, a poor man two. "When it was known there 
was a litter of dogs, a man would go and ask the woman for one. She would put her hand to her 
mouth and think long; perhaps she would let him have one, perhaps not." 

"Cats came from King George," Billy said. There were no cats in this country when Billy 
was young. 

No sorrow was expressed when a child died. Only when a relative was killed was there 
desire for revenge. 

Wy-a-kin ya-tset, "Dance of Wy-a-kin," was held in the winter. 

Child Life 

The Whipper 

Within the long-houses the household goods were kept in the back part under the slant of 
the side walls, the beds being spread in front. There was a passageway between the beds and the 
fire. The lodge was about fifteen to twenty feet wide. Between the fires down the center the 
cooking utensils were kept and the little boys lodged. There was a fire to each family. 42 

The discipline of the children was delegated to certain men whose duty it was to punish 
disobedient and quarrelsome children. If two boys called each other bad names or disobeyed their 
elders, their case was reported to the disciplinarian for the day, for there was always one of these 
appointed whippers in the camp. When night came every boy in the lodge was whipped. The 
offenders were the last to receive punishment, so that they might have the pain of anticipation, as 
my informant explained, who had himself passed through the experience he described. "Every 
boy," he said, "had to lie down on his face and take the blows coming to him. The lodge would 
be in a hubbub, for not only would the children be smarting under the rod, but those who were 
anticipating their tum would be howling in terror. Sometimes parents got their children off from 
this whipping if they were innocent, by sending them out to look after the horses up on the 
hillside. The little fellows would plunge through the snow, often climbing about for miles. When 
the horses were found, and it was safe for them to do so, they would return to camp. If a boy 
were absent at whipping time and not on duty, he received his whipping when he returned." 

"These disciplinarians naturally were hated by the boys, who gave them nicknames by 
which they always called them behind their backs. I used often to wish they were dead I Other 
boys used to say: 'When I grow up, I'll whip these men's grandchildren!"' 

"It was the rule that every boy from twelve years upward who was in good health must go 
into the river and stay there with the water up to his neck for a given length of time. The water 
was icy cold, and sometimes was filled with ice. To prevent the body from being cut by the ice a 
mat was tied about the neck so as to fall over the back. The boy kept part of the body protected 
by the mat against the running water. Each boy was bidden to move his arms rapidly in the water 
to keep him from freezing, and he must shout at the top of his lungs. Their shouts were 
frequently cries of distress." 

"If a boy should rise out of the water so as to expose his chest or body, the switch of the 
disciplinarian would fall, causing exquisite pain. The same fate befell the boy who tried to escape 
from the water before the time appointed. Men also took these morning baths. They were 
thought to make them hardy, capable of enduring heat and cold, and of running a long distance 
without fatigue. 
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"If a boy tried to avoid his morning plunge, he had to take a whipping. In this case only 
the offender was whipped." 

There was a white pole in each lodge, and every boy had to make a black mark on that 
pole for each of his plunges. "I made forty marks," said my infonnant, "and then I quit." 

"There were whippings nearly every evening. I always knew when it was coming, for if I 
heard anyone entering the lodge I could tell if it was the whipper. He always carried his switches 
in front of him, and I could hear them scratching along the entrance way; and when he lifted the 
mat I saw them poking in front, and then I knew what was coming." 

"We used to get angry at the boys who got us in trouble, and would not speak to them for 
days. If they came near us we went off and left them; but we made it up after a while. Girls were 
seldom whipped, but sometimes they caught it; and sometimes they went into the river." 

Tribal Pipes 

There were two tribal pipes, one pertaining to peace and the other to death. Both had 
--~-

43 bowls. The stem of the peace pipe was ornamented with eagle feathers. (As nearly 
as I could ascertain, the feathers were put on as a fan-shaped P,endant similar to those used in the 
ceremonJ of peace known as the Hako among the Pawnee, 44 and as the Wa-wan among the 
Omaha 4 

). The death pipe had a black stem. When a proposal was received for an alliance or to 
make peace, the chiefs met in council, and a consultation took place as to the course of action to 
be pursued. If the decision were favorable, all smoked the peace pipe; if for war, the death pipe 
was passed about. The fate of a captive was decided in the same manner. If death was decided 
on, all the chiefs smoked the black pipe, and it was offered the captive for his last smoke on earth; 
when that was over, he was taken out and either shot or [ ekibeed] chopped to death. These two 
pipes were in the keeping of the head-chief; but as this office was created as late as 1840, and 
before that time there does not seem to have been any close organization of the tribe"6 or 
centralization of the governing power, it seems doubtful whether prior to that time there were any 
pipes that were strictly speaking, tribal pipes -- that is, that were recognized as representative of 
the whole people, and the reception or rejection of which would involve the entire tribe in any line 
of conduct. That there were pipes is beyond doubt, and there may have been pipes that 
represented villages or groups; but the tribal organization was so loose that it is highly improbable 
that there was any pipe which represented all the groups and villages, in a tribe that had not 
achieved the office ofhead-chief47 

War Customs 

If a man wished to go on the war-path or to capture horses, he and his companions took a 
skin and beat upon it at night. The sound of the beating and the song that accompanied it called 
the people together. This procedure was called Ke-low-wa-yah (ke-le-lu, hide; wa-yah, to beat). 
It was a serious call for volunteers. There must be no crying of friends at this time; only brave 
words could be spoken. When the party was fully made up, a leader was selected whom all must 
obey. He must fast in order to prepare himself When the party was ready the warriors sat in a 
circle. Each man unwrapped his wy-a-kin, and holding it in his hand, sang his song and asked his 
wy-a-kin for a sign -- a · cloud, rain, hail, lightning, or something to show that the time was 
propitious for the party to go. If no sign was given, many would drop off; those who persisted in 
going were likely to be killed. If an enemy were near, they might start while the sign was being 
given, but this would be done only in the presence of danger. Otherwise, if no sign was given, the 
men would sit still and wait. 

The Ke-low-wa-yah was the initiatory ceremony of going to war to capture horses. It was 
sometimes used when the purpose was to kill an enemy or to avenge the death of a relative or a 
friend. When the people were gathered together on Camas or Weippe prairie before they 
separated to go off to the buffalo country, the Tal-lik-leek-it was perfonned (tal-lik, the loping of 
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the horse; lik-leek-it, circle). A procession was formed. The leader, an old and experienced 
warrior, rode in the rear. Some of the men would be on horses, some on foot; some were nude, 
some in regalia. They wore girdles of skins, on which were their wy-a-kins. Then a circle was 
formed. Only those warriors who had been in battle could have a place in this circle. For this 
occasion the warrior would paint the places on his body where he had received wounds. He 
would sing his songs and act out his war experiences. Meanwhile the women stood outside the 
circle and made bird calls, which were heard by the warriors' wy-a-kins, and were an appeal to 
them to help the men. 

This ceremony was held also when a battle was decided upon. After the ceremony the 
people started. Men and women went together to battle, and sang as they moved on. Sometimes 
the women fought beside the men. 

The shield used in battle was of rawhide, about 2-1/2 to 3 feet in diameter, and was called 
e-na-ta-kan-pass, meaning to protect, to take hold. It was carried over the left side. Bows and 
arrows were used, and a sort of war-club called kap-lots -- round stone bound in rawhide and 
fastened to the handle stick with a thong. 

There were four war honors: to kill, to scalp, to strike, to touch. 

The Pah '-hum was a society of warriors. At the meeting of this society a man would 
recount his deeds and sing his songs. On such occasions he would dress himself just as when he 
performed the deed which he was now to act. Both men and women attended, and were called 
together by the beating of the hide. 

At the scalp-dance held during the middle of the last century, the women painted the right 
side of the face red and the left side black, and danced about the pole to which the scalp was tied, 
from left to right. At this dance, if a man fancied a woman and wished to take her for his wife, he 
would take a stick and lay it or his hand on her shoulder. If she pushed it off, she rejected him; if 
she allowed it to remain, it was regarded as a betrothal. 

When entering battle, the warrior wound up his wy-a-kin and tied it on his hair or 
shoulder, or on some vital spot, that it might be a shield against danger. 

Leaders of war-parties who were on the road to chieftainship were apt to have visions and 
to foretell events. There was a man named Raven, who was gifted with second sight; he would 
fall off his horse and tell his vision. At first people disregarded his sayings, but soon his words 
governed their actions and he became a sort of chief. He was a noted war-leader. 

Battle-fields were haunted. An old man told me that he and his wife and mother-in-law 
were off hunting in the mountains. They camped in a place, and as night came they heard war
cries, the charging of men, the stampeding of horses and cattle. "My wife and mother hid 
themselves," he said, "I took my gun and got down behind a rock, ready to die fighting. When 
dawn came all was quiet; our horses were feeding, and there was no sign of anyone having been 
around. We had camped on an old battle-field." I have heard many such stories among the 
prairie tribes. 

The Warriors' Feast and the Honor Poles 

In early summer, "when the grass is tall and everything is in full vigor," the yearly 
gathering of the warriors of the tribe took place. All the people -- men, women, and children -
came in their gala dress. At this time the two honor poles were made -- the tol-kee-wos, a straight 
pole, and the wath-kee-/otz, a pole with a crook, like a shepherd's staff. These poles were made 
by warriors exceeding fifty years of age, that is, men beyond middle life who had been successful 
warriors. While they were engaged in this work, the younger men held their dance and had a 
sham battle. When the poles were finished they were ceremonially presented, and the great 
gathering broke up after partaking of a feast. 
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For the preparation of the honor poles a large tent was set up, and to this repaired.the men 
who were entitled to take part in fashioning them. The tol-kee-wos and the wath-kee-lotz were 
ten and twelve feet long, and were wrapped with strips of otter-skin. Sometimes it took two and 
a half skins to cover the poles. While the old men were decorating the poles they sang the death 
songs, recited their deeds of valor, and told of their appeals for help and of the answers they had 
received from the supernatural powers. 

These poles were made and distributed once a year, at this time, and they could be held by 
the men who received them for only a year. 

The man to whom was given the custody of the tol-kee-wos, or straight pole, must keep it 
constantly with him while in the camp, when on the hunt;, and, if an alarm was given and enemies 
appeared, he must at once proceed to the battle, carrying the pole with him. If the battle chanced 
to go against his party, he must dismount, if on horseback, thrust the pole into the ground, and 
take his stand beside it; and there he must stay and fight until he conquers or dies -- unless a brave 
companion warrior should see his danger and rush toward him, seize the pole, and carry it off; in 
that case the owner would be free to retreat and save himself. If the man who had the pole did 
not thrust it into the ground, let his horse run off, and stay himself to fight beside the pole, he 
would suffer an unpardonable disgrace. Only once in a lifetime could a man become the 
possessor of the honor pole; and, as already stated, he could hold it for one year only, that is, 
from the yearly gathering in the summer time when the pole was presented to him, to the same 
gathering the following year. 

If during the year when a man had possession of the honor pole no opportunity occurred 
for him to go into battle with it, that honor that accrues from a valorous action in connection with 
the pole is accounted to the man, as he has held himself in readiness during the period, and the 
fact that no opportunity offered for him to show his valor is his misfortune and not his fault. The 
possession of the pole was one of the steps toward the recognition of a man as a leader among 
this people. 

The wath-kee-lotz, in a:ddition to being bound with strips of otter skin, was decorated with 
eagle feathers. It was considered a higher honor to receive this pole than the straight one. The 
man who carried the wath-kee-lotz was not allowed to carry any weapon with which to defend 
himself -- he must rush into battle and strike the enemy, living or dead, with the pole. This act 
raised a man to a position of the highest rank. 

When the poles were finished by the old men the fact became known, and all the young 
warriors gathered in a tent and there awaited the procession of old men, who advanced toward 
the tent where the young warriors sat. Two leaders (chiefs) carried the two poles; they were 
preceded by a chief who carried the tribal pipe of peace. The pipe was filled and ready to smoke; 
and as they passed around the circle of warriors in the tent, it was offered to each one. Whoever 
first accepted· the pipe and smoked it, accepted the pole, and to him the pole with the crook was 
handed. He thus became its possessor and charged all with the obligations connected with it until 
the same feast occurred in the following year. The next man who accepted the pipe was given the 
tol-kee-wos, the straight pole. It was open to every man to accept or to reject the pipe and the 
poles, for it was a choice of death or honor. But if, having accepted the pipe and the pole

4 
a man 

failed to use the latter in the prescribed manner, he could never retrieve his lost reputation. 8 

War and Hunting Experiences 
Long ago, before there were many white people in this country, a man with his wife and 

child went off to hunt in the Blue Mountains toward the Umatillas. 49 They stayed there about two 
months, gathering food for the winter. The Snake Indians were out hunting, too, and the man and 
the woman, although camped in a secluded place, were always on the lookout for enemies. The 
man hunted every day, and when he came back at night he always entered the tent by the right 
side. By this sign the woman knew it was her husband. She always kept a fire burning. One 
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night, late, as she sat watching for her husband, a man dressed in her husband's clothes entered 
the tent by the left, and the woman knew by that it was not her husband, and suspected it was a 
Snake Indian who had killed her husband and come to their tent. The man carried something in 
his hand -- a lump of fat such as is about the kidneys of an animal. It was wrapped up in leaves. 
The man handed the woman the bundle. She saw it was not deer fat, and suspected that it was a 
part of her husband's body; but she said nothing. The man sat down and thrust out his feet to 
show his moccasins. She recognized that they were here husband's. She went to the man and 
drew off his moccasins and hung them up to dry. The man leaned back, but hid his face. She 
bustled about the fire, making preparations to cook some food. She took up her vessel - it was 
empty. She passed by her child and pinched it to make it cry. She made no sign as if she thought 
the man was not her husband. He lay watching her between his fingers. Then she took up the 
child to quiet it, and, picking up her water vessel, went out to get water. She had on her warm 
moccasins, for her husband's long absence made her afraid, and she was ready for a journey. 
When she was well outside, she ran for her life. She traveled all night and the next day. She saw 
people on the mountain, but she did not know them, so she was afraid to go near them. At last 
she encountered some Nez Perces, and they helped her to hunt for her husb.and's body. At last 
they found it, mutilated. 

The Snake Indian whom she left in her tent took all the store of meat, and escaped. The 
Nez Perces called the Snake Indians Tu-el-kin, "the enemy." 

"Cut-throat" is a nickname for the Sioux, and the following story is told to account for its 
origin. 

A Nez Perce woman was with her people in the buffalo country. One evening she went 
out to get some water for her husband. At the spring a Sioux was lurking. He seized the woinan, 
and started with her for his country. 

When the woman did not return, the husband and his brother went out to search for her. 
At the spring they saw signs of a scuffle and followed the trail, which led them far away. Finally 
they came to a camp, which they secretly circled and at last found where the Nez Perce woman 
was hidden. In the camp was a half-white man. The brother and husband told their trouble to this 
man, who was friendly, and he pointed out to them the tipi where the Nez Perce woman was 
hidden. He told them that she was one of the four wives of a chief. "Tonight," the man said, 
"there is to be a great gathering of the chiefs. He will be there, and the Nez Perce woman will be 
alone in her tipi. She wears a dress with bells around the bottom, so she cannot run away." 

The two men agreed what to do: the brother was to watch, while the husband was to go 
to the tipi where his wife was. The brother went toward the big tipi, which was lit up, and heard 
the men talk. The husband crept near the dark tipi where his wife was, and entered. 

"Who are the people in this tipi?" he asked. 

"That is my man's voicel'' cried the woman, as she stretched out her hands and caught one 
of his. 

"Come with me," he said. 

"I dare not move!" she cried, "I have on this terrible dress with bells. Here I must sit, a 
prisoner. I am so afraid of these men, and I have nothing to wear but this garment. You wait 
until the council is over, then the man will come and lead me out, for I am never allowed out 
alone for any purpose. He will lead me back. While I am gone, you creep in and hide behind the 
pillow in the t1pi, and wait." 

In time the chief came back, the woman was taken out, and the husband crept in. When 
the couple returned, the chief lay down to sleep. The woman appeared full of fun; she played with 
him, and tickled him, while he became more and more overcome with sleep. She continued her 
play until he was so sound asleep that he could not be wakened, and he lay snoring. Then the 
woman turned her husband, and said: "He is asleep!" The husband drew his knife and cut the 
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chiefs throat from ear to ear, and he died without moving. Then they bound up the skirt, rolling 
it over and over so the bells could not make a noise; and, taking all the valuables in the tipi, they 
signaled to the brother, who had secured five horses belonging to the chief, and started. No one 
yet knew of the murder. 

In the morning the two wives whose business it was to prepare the food came with 
breakfast to the chiefs tipi, but he still lay asleep I After a while they attempted to waken him. 
Then they discovered blood, and ran and aroused the camp. The Nez Perces had escaped and 
were not found. The woman who had been rescued was worn and thin, for she had been badly 
treated and beaten by the other wives of her captor. 

(? Dance -- Ceremony) [Beneath this is written "Where should this go?"] 

A dance was held in the summer time around a pole. What the pole stood for I was 
unable to learn. It was accounted unsafe for a person to touch this pole, as to do so irreverently 
would cause death. This dance took place in the prairie land near Walla Walla. It may have been 
a Cayuse ceremony in which the Nez Perces shared. The gathering at this dance was later made 
use ofby the traders, and it was said that it became an occasion of great ceremony. 

Preparation of Camas 

A large hole was dug in the ground. In it was laid wood, on which large stones were 
placed. The wood was set on fire and the stones made very hot. All the coals were taken out, 
leaving only the heated stones. Over this earth was thrown and water added, to make a hard 
floor. Grass was laid on this floor, and over it was spread a layer of camas roots; then grass was 
again spread, covering the sides of the pit. These alternate layers of grass and camas roots were 
added until the pit was nearly full, the grass being the final layer. Over this earth was placed and a 
fire built on it, which was kept burning for two days and a night. When the time came to take the 
camas out, wood had to be placed on the ground, as it was too hot to stand upon. The grass in 
the pit did not burn, but it became very hot. When the camas was taken out, the outer covering 
was taken off, and the soft, inner part, when cooled, was pounded into a mush and formed into 
cakes, which were then dried in the sun. 

Preparation of Ko use 

Ko use roots were dried in the sun. The larger ones were eaten dry. The smaller roots 
were pounded and the meal mixed with water, formed into cakes, and baked over a fire, or else 
dried in the hot sun. so 

For pounding both kouse and camas a stone pestle was used. There were two kinds. The 
short one was called ta-Jeep-Ji ch; the long one, pe-lee-lie. It is said that the small type was the 
older. The large, saucer-shaped basket had a round opening at the bottom, which was fitted over 
a round flat stone mortar. On this stone the roots were crushed with the stone pestle, the basket 
catching and holding the meal as it was made. 51 

Colors 

The colors (timee or taimi) recognized by the Nez Perces are as follows: 

Black, simuh-simuh. 

Blackish, tsi-mi-muh-nin. 

Bay, ilp~ilp. 

Blood-red,· Tu-tal-ikt. 



Blue, yos-yos. 

Deep blue, yohoi-wakos. 

Sky blue, pa/ot, hai-kittin-wakos. 

Pale blue, palot-nin. 

Brindle, kik-oi-nin. 

Brown, shiph-shiph. 

Reddish brown, shukin-shukin, lam-lampt. 

Copper color, silan-ilp-ilp. 

Gray, ra-hus-wakos. 

Leather color, toh-toh. 

Pied (cow), shirh-alhnin. 

Pied (horse), lilip-lilip-nin. 

Purple, ilp-ilp-lam-Jaut-yohoi-wakos. 

Red, ilp-ilp-mimaks-mimaks-kash-kash. 

Light red, lamant-nin. 

Reddish brown, ilp-ilpin. 

Scarlet, himthimt. 

Sorrel, maks-maks. 

Speckled, kash-kash. 

Sunburnt, helasukurkt-i/a-/amkin. 

White, hai hai (like ice) kanyash kanyash. 

Yellow, maks-maks. 

Yellowish, Kawauh-nin. 

Reddish-black, Alptoh-wakos. 

Whitish black, ista-lamkt-wakos. 

Bluish, pa/ot-wakos-kas-kas-nin-yoho-hos-nin. 

Light brown, maka-kas-nin. 

Buff, si/an-kauh-kauh. 

Grizzled (bear), is-hap-lik-at-sin. 
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Grizzled (cattle), lamsilpin-kas-kas-lilu-k(a ?)-nin. 

Lilac, yohoho(a?)-nin. 

Red, ilpilp-nin. 

Whitish, hayaih-nin. 

The diminutive -- ish = nin. 

Bay, copper, purple, and red, all have i/p-ilp. Blue, green, lilac, gray (whitish black) have yos, 
wakos, yohoi, palot. Yellow? 
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II. MYTHS52 

The Adventures of Coyote53 

The following was told by a full-blood Nez Perce, a well known man, in 1891: 

Coyote traveled up all the streams, and he it was who gave the names to the villages. 

The son of the Coyote was the great chief Me-oh-hat, Chief of the Orient. He gathered all 
the people to go and hunt the deer on the mountains to the east (Bitter-root Mountains) and to 
the west (Blue Mountains). In the morning he gave his commands. He would hit the log.with his 
foot, and fire would rise up. When the people saw this fire they knew they were to go on a hunt. 
Then he would command one group to go this way, and another group to go in a different way, 
but after the hunt they were all to return to their villages. 

[The Chiet] Me-oh-hat had two wives. One was white like a duck; the other was dark like 
a cricket. She had a son. The old Coyote put on his son, s clothes and returned to the wives and 
took the white one. Coyote wished to appear as Me-oh-hat, so he went and kicked the log to 
bring fire, but it would not come. So he had to twirl sticks to get fire. Coyote was the discoverer 
of making fire by friction, by rubbing sticks one of which was fastened on the ground and the 
other rubbed on it by rotating between the hands. 

When the people saw the fire signal they gathered and started on the hunt; but it was in 
vain, for they gathered little game. When the people came back Coyote bade them to build long
houses. When the people complained of their poor hunt, Coyote told them his father had gone off 
and taken the Wy-a-kin which coyote always wore on his tail -- that is why they had no luck. 
Most of the people knew he was lying. 

The little dark wife was very poor and thin, but she kept her child with her and carried it 
on her back. The son had gone, no one knew where, but it was far away. He was followed by an 
old couple. When he asked, "Who are you?" they answered, "Your grandfather, the grandfather 
of the one who was lost." These old folk were Black Spiders, those that spin the largest webs. 
They spun round and round the body of the sun. They opened the door of their net and told him 
to go back to the earth. They let him down. When he touched the ground, he tied the end of the 
net to something and went off to hunt. He killed a deer, and sent it up to the old couple by the 
web. Then he started to hunt for his camp. He struck the trail and saw his dark wife with the 
child on her back. She had taken his shield and bound it on the outside of the te-kas (child, s 
cradle) and held its ends, and its band was about her forehead. As she walked, bent, she sang: 

/11-mun-lo-yah 

Tsul-tsa lov-yah 

An-no, an-no! (A wail) 

(My husband is lost! An-no An-nol) 
The little Cricket was always behind when all the people were in camp. The little boy had 

a small bow and arrows. The little boy, peeping over the shield, knew his father, and cried: "To
ta-tum Arrow -- an old term, "Father here [are] my bow and arrows." The mother nudged the 
shield, and shouted, "Keep silent! Your father is dead!" But the child continued to cry "To-ta
tum!" the mother wailed "An-no, an-no!'' and begged the child to be still. A string from the shield 
dragged on the ground, and the father stepped forward and put his foot on it. The mother felt the 
pull, but she struggled to go forward. Finally she turned and beheld her husband, and cried: "ln
nim ewe pua!" Then she told him how Coyote had taken the white wife, that he sang sorcerer's 
songs, and that the people were hungry. And she was ever behind, wailing and singing her song, 
"My husband is lost!" 

She did not return to the camp, but built a light little house of reeds and hid her husband 
there. 
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A man went to the mountains and killed a deer. As he was returning, Cricket ran out and 
caught hold of the deer, and said: "Why don't you remember the widow and child who are 
hungry?" This conduct was strange, for Cricket had always been quiet before in his house on the 
outskirts. All the people were in their long-houses when Coyote had had them come together for 
ceremonies and singing. When the hunter returned to the village he told the people how Cricket 
had acted about the meat, and said: "She does not sing as she did I" She lit no fire until· night~ 
although she was sometimes singing, still she would not stop. As the people thought of this 
change in her conduct, they determined to send [someone] to find out about it. Yellow Snake 
was sent. He crept up to the house and looked in; then he hastened back, crying to the people: 
"There are twol" The people ran to where Cricket's house was and tore it open, and there they 
found the son. And the people sang "Si-yah yah me yots hatwah-yah we sd' (He has risen from 
the place of silence; he has come I) 

When Coyote heard them, he cried: "No, it is a dog. It is not true. It was a dog took the 
man I" But the people shouted their song: "He has risen from the place of silence; he has comel" 
Again Coyote denied the truth of the saying, but the people forced him to go to the house on the 
outskirts, and there they saw his son with the little boy on his knee. The old Coyote exclaimed: 
"My son, my son, I give you back your robe!" "Stay where you are," said the son. Then the 
white wife reproached old Coyote, and said, "Why do you deceive me?" She was so ashamed 
that she flew into the water, and has stayed there ever since. 

The son went on the hunt. The old Coyote lingered, and then he started. Coyote had a 
buffalo robe, and carried a deer on his back. The buffalo robe began to have holes. He mended it 
and mended it, still it was in holes. As he traveled he came to a stream in a canon. It was the son 
who made the caiion by striking a wand on the ground. He did this to prevent his father from 
following. Coyote finally found a river, and he went swimming down, down, until he reached the 
falls. People lived there near the rocks. Five maidens had dwelt there from very ancient times. 
This was a place where the great rocks prevented the fish from passing up the stream. 

Coyote, while among the deer, made a raft of reeds on which to float down the river. He 
turned himself into a little child in te-kas (cradle), and so floated down to the five maidens. They 
saw something a long way off on the water, and wondered what was in the cradle on the raft. 
The eldest maiden who dwelt on the rocks swam out and caught hold of the raft and the te-kas, 
and brought them to shore. Then she unlaced the te-kas, and cried, as she saw the baby, "It is a 
boyl" But the youngest said: "It is Coyotel" The other sisters took it, cared for it, fed it, and the 
boy grew -- grew very fast. 

By and by they went on a journey, and all became hungry. The boy was so hungry that the 
sisters told him to go back and get something to eat. They all started, and, although they traveled 
fast, the boy got there first. They all ate, but when the maidens went, as usual, to fish, their poles 
broke. "Why is this?" they cried. "It is Coyote," said the youngest. 

He broke the bridge of rocks at The Dalles, and there stands the rock that looks like a te
kas. And the people were called Te-kas-poo (pro [sic] people) from the rock te-kas. 

This was before Coyote destroyed the winter in Kamiah valley. 

Fox and Coyote 

Fox and Coyote were friends, and dwelt together.'4 Fox was great, and never failed, 
whereas Coyote was impulsive, and failed in his plans. 

They made a large but sunny and warm dwelling and each had his place opposite the 
other. They always hunted together. Coyote was fond of mice, and Fox always shared his mice 
with Coyote. There was a Tit-na-tit-yi-yah (story people) who had a dwelling near by, where he 
lived with his wife and child. He was a rich man, and had much meat dried and [pael1:ed] stored 
away in the back part of his house. One day Fox came alone to the house, where stood a vessel 
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full of fat from the deer, and a little boy was rolling the vessel. The father came home from the 
hunt, and there sat Fox watching the child. The father knew that the old Fox wanted the fat, for 
he caught hold of the vessel, whereat the child began to cry. The father called out: "What is the 
matter?" the child said: "There is a creature here that wants my plaything!" Then the father 
called to Fox: "Come out! It is not good to act so!" Fox came out. He saw many sacks of 
deerskin, all of them filled with meat, hung about the house. The man asked his wife to prepare 
some food for Fox. The woman cooked a great deal of meat, and Fox ate heartily. When he was 
leaving, the wife tied bundles of meat on Fox for him to take home. 

Fox got home in the evening with his bundles of meat, but Coyote had not yet returned. 
So Fox hid his store, reserving a small piece which he intended· to present to Coyote with great 
ceremony. Fox sat by the fire as if asleep, but in reality he was watching his store of meat, when 
in came Coyote with mice. Seeing Fox sitting there, Coyote threw him many mice, soine alive 
and some dead, saying: "Waken, waken my son! Take these mice. Are you not happy? Do you 
not like what I give?" But Fox sat sleepily, and let the mice travel here and there. "Why do you 
act so?" said Coyote. "I have been scratching in the bushes, and now you do not care for what I 
have brought you!" Thus Coyote scolded. Then Fox roused himself, and took the piece of meat 
and handed it to Coyote. "Oh, my friend," cried Coyote, "where did you get this?" Fox evaded a 
response and then told a lie. But Coyote teased and teased, so at last Fox said: "I got the meat 
from up there," pointing and repeating in detail the story of how he found the boy and all that 
followed. When the story was finished, Coyote said: "You are bad! You are not a good boy! I 
am old and poor. I shall go there tomorrow. The man will have mercy on me!" This was what 
Fox feared. 

The next day at dawn Coyote set forth. By and by he came to the man's house, and there 
was the boy playing with the vessel of fat, while his father was in _the sweat-~ouse. Coyote went 
to the sweat-house and sat down there. The man called out: "Go back to the . house, and. the 
woman will give you food to eat!" So Coyote went to the house and sat down like a chief, his 
feet stretched out and his hand over his face. The woman took food to him, but Coyote refused, 
saying, "Wait for the man to come in, and we will eat together." The man came and the woman 
prepared food for him. The man thought Coyote had eaten and was full, so the man ate alone. 
Coyote had thought that perhaps the woman would prepare better food for the man, and if he 
waited he would get the best. Coyote still sat with his hand over his face. The man, having eaten 
heartily, went to sleep and snored, for he had long been out hunting, and had been hungry, and 
was tired. Coyote became angry, and cried: ''Now I shall kill him!" and went out. to get 
something with which to kill the man. The woman had left the house to gather wood by the 
creek, so no one was there when Coyote returned and cut the man's throat. It was in Coyote's 
mind to kill all the family and then come with Fox and live in the house. 

As soon as the man's throat was cut, all the spirits of the deer came to life, and off went 
all the meat and left the house, and Coyote saw even the woman and the boy tum into deer. 
There was nothing left but the house and Coyote! 

The meat which Fox had received, and which was under his head for a pillow, suddenly 
stirred, threw off Fox, rose up, and walked off as deer. Fox was greatly astonished and troubled. 
He thought and he questioned what all this could mean. Then Fox said to himself, "Coyote has 
killed the man!" and he was sad at heart. At night Coyote went home. He had but a few mice he 
had been able to pick up. He laughed loudly and derisively as he entered the house and threw 
some of the mice at dejected Fox, who tossed the mice to one side. Then Coyote chided Fox. 
Fox began to chant a prayer. "Who, who will give us something to eat?" Just then he heard five 
thumps outside the door. Fox went to the door, and there were five deerskin bags filled with 
meat. He took them in, gave Coyote two of them, and kept three for himself. They opened the 
bags, and oh, the meat was good, with plenty of fat I Coyote ate his two bags full, and Fox ate 
two bags. Coyote then crossed over to Fox's side, and said: "We will be sharers," and they 
began on the last bag. After this they were a long time without food. Fox prayed again, and 
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again there were five thumps outside the door. Fox went out, and there were five bags of meat. 
He brought them in and gave Coyote three and kept two for himself. Fox and Coyote each went 
to his own side of the fire. 

After many days Coyote had eaten all the meat in his three bags, and Fox still had some 
left in his second bag. Coyote went hungry for two days; then Fox had compassion on him and 
gave him some of his meat that was left. After a time all the meat was gone and hunger came 
again. Once more Fox prayed, and once again five thumps were heard. Coyote spoke, saying to 
Fox: "You have always gone to the door. Sit still; I will go in your place." Coyote went to the 
door and saw a man running away from the bags of meat. Coyote ran after the man, and used bad 
words, making fun of the man's braided scalp lock. Then he returned to take up the bags, but 
they had all turned to spirits, and were gone. 

Fox had a very sorrowful heart, and said: "That is not good, not good," and mournfully 
they returned to their house. They hunted for food -- anything they could find. 

Fox went to a distance and gathered pitchpine and cut it into four lengths. As he cut, he 
threw the sticks back of him. He said: "That is enough, I shall make a fire." Then he turned 
around, and there were the sticks changed into salmon. Then Fox began to cut wood and throw 
sticks behind him, and all the sticks became salmon. After eating, Fox turned home with the 
salmon, and hid them. Coyote came home with mice; but Fox, being full of salmon, rejected the 
mice. For two days Fox secretly ate of the salmon, and Coyote heard the noise of eating, and, 
peeping over the screen between them, spied Fox eating salmon. Coyote jumped over and caught 
Fox eating. Coyote cried: "My friend, when did you get this food? Why did you not tell m~?" 
Fox was silent. Coyote teased and teased, until at last Fox told how he obtained the fish. "I am 
strong," said Coyote. "I will make much salmon." They fell asleep. Early in the morning Coyote 
started out. He cut up the log and threw the sticks back of him, and they became salmon. Coyote 
began to eat. He gave no thanks. He ate and ate until all the fish were gone. Then he began to 
cut more wood and toss the sticks over his back, but as they fell one on the other, they sounded 
like falling wood. They were not salmon any more. "I'll stop," he said; "this will be a large load 
of wood." He was ashamed, but he strapped the wood on his back and went home. There lay 
Fox stretched out, with his hand over his face. Fox had a presentiment that Coyote had gone 
wrong. Coyote dropped his wood at the door, and, taking a stick, went in. He said to Fox: 
''You never showed me how to make a fire of the pitch." Coyote said this to pretend he was not 
thinking of the fish. 

Fox had salmon left, but when he turned down the wrapping, the fish had turned to pitch. 
Fox was sad because of Coyote's foolishness. Still, they remained together. 

Winter came, and ice was everywhere. Fox came to the stream, and said: "Although I 
find nothing to eat, I shall sit on the ice and let my tail drop in the water." He did so, and wild 
potatoes and other roots gathered on the hair of his tail. "Thank you! Thank you!" said Fox. He 
picked up the roots and put them on his back, and dropped his tail in the ice hole again. Again the 
roots came, and again he gave thanks. He had now a large supply, and he went home. Coyote 
was full of wonder. He questioned Fox as they put the roots in hot water and cooked them. Fox 
divided with Coyote. 

Fox upbraided Coyote: "You have not been doing right; you ate the first salmon and gave 
no thanks. I get food because I give thanks." 

"I'll do as you do," said Coyote, and he started off early in the morning to a place where 
the ice was thin, and put his tail in the water. Sure enough, the roots came and fastened on to it. 
When Coyote saw them, he began at once pulling them off and eating, not even stopping to pile 
them on the bank. He put in his tail to get many more. The ice clung to his tail and pulled his 
hairs by their weight. He scratched and scratched, but he could not save himself, for he was 
drawn under the ice, and floated off. 

Magpie saw him, and cried: "What has killed Coyote?" and began pecking about his eyes. 
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Coyote came to life, and said: "I was not dead, I was only sleeping." 
"No, you were not, for you could not sleep there," said Magpie. "You are ·not good. 

Fox gets his food by thankfulness, but you pick it off your tail and do not care. You were not 
asleep. If you remembered to be thankfui you would get much." 

Coyote went back, and continued to live with Fox. 

· One day Fox sat watching, and he saw some Kingfishers hunting fish through an air~hole 
in the ice, and one bird, the sah-sah, one of the five, went down in the hole, and was gone some 
time. The bird had a little stick of which he pulled the fish out. All five birds had many fish. 
They saw Fox, and they said: "Let us give our fish to Fox; we can get more." So they gave Fox 
their fish and he thanked them and went home carrying the fish on sticks. He gave two sticks full 
to Coyote. They dressed the fish and hung them up to dry. Coyote began once more to question 
Fox. Finally Fox told him how he watched the birds. Coyote said: "I'll go tomorrow." Then 
they slept. In the morning Coyote started off, and came to a place where he saw a long stick with 
fish strung on it. This had been done by the Kingfishers. They were going to give this stick of 
fish to Fox. Coyote saw the birds dive and bring up fish. They felt kindly toward Fox, and, 
thinking this was he, gave him some of their catch. He took the fish without a word, and began to 
eat. When he had eaten, he said, "I'll dive." He snatched the whistle of the bird and tried to dive 
in the ice hole; but he missed his aim, struck his head on the ice, and was killed. Then the birds 
discovered that it was not Fox but Coyote, and they flew away and left him with his broken head. 

Magpie came along, saw Coyote, and began to peck about his eyes. When Coyote awoke, 
he said: "Why do you awaken me? I want to take a long sleep." · 

"Youl" retorted Magpie. "You are old, you can not do as the fish-hawks do. They ·have 
been diving this way since they were little. No Coyote can dive and live in the water. You think 
you can whistle like the birds, but you can'tl" 

Coyote went back and hunted mice, but food was scarce and he and Fox were hungry. · 

Fox traveled on and came to where five Beaver brothers dwelt. The Beavers were 
drawing out may'-yeh (a fish like red salmon). Many lay on the bank. The Beavers gave Fox 
some of the fish and he thanked them and returned home. When Coyote saw the fish, his first 
words were: "Kite-see ow yah" ("I am thankful"). "Where did you get the fish?" 

Fox answered: "I have always helped you but your conduct has not been good. Do not 
do as you have been doing. If you are thankful, there are many fish." 

Coyote rejoined: "You did not go to work and get the fish; the birds got them for you. It 
is not to your credit I" I can go myself and get them. · 

"It is not our way to go under the water," said Fox. ''We travel on the hills and in the 
valleys." 

So they disputed. Coyote was full of pride and said, "I'll go and get many fishl" So off 
he went and came to the place where the Beavers were. 

The Beavers said: "We can catch many fish." 
"So can I," said Coyote. 

Then they dived, and Coyote got nothing, but the Beavers caught many. Coyote took the 
fish and went home and said to Fox: "See what I have -- I did thisl" 

Spring came, and they said: "We separate." 

Fox said: "I shall go somewhere on the mountains, and not go far." 

Coyote replied: "I shall go everywhere," and he wandered far off. 
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Fox's heart was right; but Coyote's heart was not always right, sometimes it was off, 
sometimes wrong. 

The Te-Ju-pin Fox had soft yellow hair. 

Fox and Coyote had each five daughters, and each set had an alwetas (a lodge) [the 
menstrual lodge] where they lived and made things. Coyote's heart was bad. He went to the 
alwetas and let his urine fall until all the daughters were dead; then he went to the alwetas of the 
five daughters of Fox and did the same thing, and they were all killed. 

Fox was very sad. He cried, but Coyote did not care. Fox prayed as he cried, and fire 
came down, and balls of fire fell all around. Fox found shelter and was not destroyed. Coyote 
fled, but the fire followed him, came up all over him, and he fell dead. 

Then the fire stopped, and Fox saw that Coyote was killed. He was lonely for his friend. 

The grass began to grow, and the earth was beautiful again, but the bones of Coyote lay 
disjointed on the field. As Fox walked alone he saw the bones. On coming near he recognized 
them as Coyote's bones, the skeleton having all fallen apart and the grass growing between the 
bones. He wept, and said: "Where shall I find the jaw-bone of my friend?" As he cried, there 
came a groaning tone from the skeleton. Again Fox cried: "Where shall I find the jaw-bone of 
my friend?" and again came the groaning reply. Fox walked in and out among the bones, and 
after the third time he espied the jaw and cheeks, from which came a groaning sound. He took 
them in his hand, and hunted and hunted until he found all the bones, little and big, and put them 
together. When the skeleton lay there, Fox stepped over it five times. After that Coyote began to 
stir, and the flesh came as Fox took him by the hand to help him up. Soon the friends stood face 
to face. "Oh, but I have had a lonely heartl" said Fox. 

They dwelt together a while, but soon separated. Coyote ran here and there, and Fox 
wandered on the mountains. They met often, and were friends. 

This story, I was informed by more than one old person, was formerly told by parents to 
their children, who were bidden not to be like Coyote. It was sometimes repeated to young men 
and women for the same purpose. One old woman said to me: "My mother told me this story, 
and gave me its secret (revealed its moral). She said it was to teach me not to tell lies, not to 
cheat, but always to be thankful." 

The Moon's Face 

A girl said one day to her companions in the alwetas: "I am going to get the Sun for my 
husband. She took a sheaf of wild wheat and a round vessel with her and started for the Sun's 
house. 

She put mats down at the door of the Sun's house, and sat there. The Sun heard her, and 
said, "Whence came you?" 

She replied, "Something is in your eye." 

"Come and look at it," he responded as he pulled down his eyelid. 

She went toward him; he clutched her, and covered nearly all her face. She struggled to 
free herself, but there she stands still, and one can see the shadow of the sun's hand on her face. 

Coyote and the Birds 

Long before there were any people here, Coyote was here, and killed everything that came 
in sight. He was always going up the river, never down. The Ne-te-ta-hu-ate would attack 
Coyote, kill him and throw him in the river. He would float down two eddies and a half, then he 
would meet Magpie. Magpie would peck at Coyote's eyes, and wake him. 
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Once Coyote was going along. He heard Ta-mom-no (humming-birds). They called to 
him from the hill: "Do you want to fight?" 

"That is just what I want," said Coyote. 

Then the birds came down the hill, bringing the kap-lotz ( a round stone bound in rawhide 
and attached to a stick). They attacked Coyote so suddenly that they killed him. As he lay dead, 
they said contemptuously: "Oh, that Coyotel Throw him in the riverl" They did so, and he 
floated down, pa-pet-tsu-lim-mah-kena (two and a half eddies). 

The friendly Magpie came along, and said: "Somebody's killedl" Then Magpie pecked 
Coyote around the eyes. 

Coyote said: "What did you wake me for? I was taking some exercise toward the head of 
the river." 

"But," said Magpie, "someone had killed youl'' 

"That is what I thought," responded Coyote. Coyote always said this. 

Now, there were Bugs that went about with Coyote, and the youngest Bug would talk and 
advise with Coyote. 

The Humming-birds kept their hearts tied up and hidden in a secret place on the hill; 
therefore these heartless birds could not be killed. 

By the advice of the youngest Bug, Coyote played he was an old man, and, taking a staff, 
he swallowed the Bug and went on. He came to the hill where the Humming-birds lived. When 
they saw him they called out: "Do you want to fight?" · 

Coyote said: "I can't. I am an old man. Come and kill mel" 

Then the humming-birds ran toward him; but in order to reach him they had to pass behind 
a hill. As soon as they were out of sight, Coyote ran swiftly to the place where their hearts were 
tied, and cut them down. The Humming-birds discovered him and very nearly caught him, but 
they were not quick enough -- he cut down the hearts and the Humming-birds fell dead. Coyote 
said: "The Ne-te-ta-hu-ate are coming, and such as you can not live. I am killing such, to make 
ready for the people who are coming." 

Once Fox thought to advise Coyote, so he told him a great wind was coming; he must 
prepare for it and hold on to a chokecherry tree [Prunus virginiana]. But Coyote said: "Never 
you mind, I can managel" 

Coyote and Daughter 

The daughter of Coyote died, and she was buried. Coyote was very lonesome, and 
wandered about sore at heart, for he missed his child. Suddenly he heard laughter in the air. He 
stopped, and said: "That sounds like my child." Again in his lonely wandering he heard the 
laughing, and a voice speaking. He cried out: "My child, my child! It is your voicel Tell me 
where you are staying." 

She answered, "I stay over there where the sun goes down." 

"Stopl I am going with you, I am so lonelyl" 

"You can't," she said, ""You are in life." 

"I'll fall in this fire and die; I must go to youl" 

He made a great fire and threw himself into it, but he did not die. 
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He was so intent on going to his daughter that he detennined to follow her voice. He 
could hear it only at night; in the daytime all was silent. So at night he would follow the sounds in 
the air. He followed on and on, until finally he came to a great sea. He was told by How-la-how
/a that his daughter was on the other side, but a boat would come for him. He thought he saw 
one and tried to step into it, but found himself in the water, and no boat was there. 

He stayed by the shore, but could find no boat. Then he bound his eyes and felt about for 
a boat. He found it, got into it, and was taken to a beautiful place where there was a large 
company of pleasant looking people who were happy, laughing with each other, and contented. 
When daylight came all was silent, nothing was to be seen. For ten days he watched, and then the 
people said: "Why does Coyote stay here, keeping his eyes on us? He ought to go away." 

Coyote spoke to his daughter, and said: "I must go away, the people here are displeased 
with me." 

The daughter made a bundle and tied it on her father's back, and said to him: "You must 
travel over five mountains. When you get to the five small mountains, do not sit down there, and 
do not look back. Go on, and go down from there." 

So, blinding his eyes once more, he started. For five days he was passing these mountains. 
When he came to the fourth mountain he heard talking and whispering in the bundle on his back, 
which had become heavier. The next day he toiled up the fifth mountain. The bundle had now 
become so heavy that he could hardly support it. He was near the top, but he faltered. He was so 
near and the burden was so heavy that he thought it would do no harm to rest a moment, so he sat 
down, and turned to look at the heavy load he was carrying -- when it fell from him, shrank and 
disappeared, while he heard his daughter's voice saying: "I warned you · to pass this little 
mountain and not stop; then you would have been a spirit, and we could be together. Now, I shall 
never see you more!" And she was gone. 

White Coyote 

Long ago, after the conflict between the South and the North, there was a great chief who 
was also a great te-wat. His name was White Coyote. There was a great te-wat whose name was 
White Skunk. White Skunk went to the West. White Coyote went to the East, where there lived 
a very fierce people who killed many persons. These people at the east were called Lit-wa-til e yi
yi yah -- "story, or tradition, people." 

At the time White Coyote went East to the fierce people, there used to be great cold and 
great heat, and there was a great Sun, called He-sam-tuks-yi-yah. It was this great Sun that did 
the killing. This Sun had a child called Huse-sah-nah-kas-na. This child of the Sun sat on a hill 
below which ran the trail along which all the people must pass, and there they were killed by this 
child of the Sun. Coyote knew this, and he determined to travel there. He came to a hill that was 
opposite the one where the Sun's child sat killing people. Coyote kept out of sight; but he dug a 
hole, and put therein flint, and fire, and wood for punk, beside five stones and five stone hammers. 
Near by were some springs. When all was finished White Coyote appeared, and going up to the 
Sun's child, said: "Why do you sit here? This is not a good place. Yonder is a place prepared for 
you by the elder. This fire there has been burning no one knows how long, there is water also." 
By many arts White Coyote persuaded the Sun's child to go across and take a drink. White 
Coyote went with him to show him the springs, and while the Sun's child stooped to drink, White 
Coyote took the stone weapons hidden there, and with many blows killed the Sun's child. Then 
White Coyote stripped the Sun's child of his clothing, put on his garments, and started for the 
home of the Sun. When the disguised White Coyote entered the Sun's house, he went to the 
father Sun with an offering of meat. That is not my son's meat," said his father, "it is bitter!" 
After a while the father Sun fell asleep. Then White Coyote looked about him. There were many 
things in the house -- indeed it was full of things. White Coyote helped himself and started out. 
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He traveled all night, but when dawn came he found himself only just outside the house. The 
father Sun rose up, discharged excrement, and, seeing White Coyote, confronted him, saying: "It 
was you who killed my son," and slew White Coyote on the spot. 

There Coyote lay where he was killed. Magpie came along and pecked about the eyes of 
White Coyote. Then White Coyote said to Magpie: "What do you do to me? I am not dead!" 
And Coyote got up and was well. 

White Coyote taught his youngest child, Wits-kow-kow, that the Sun was a murderer, and 
said to him: "You must go and kill the Sun while he sleeps, that he may cease killing people." 
And the child went. He found the place where the five knives were, and with them cut the throat 
of the Sun. ''Now, you are no longer to kill, for the people are coming. You are only to give 
light and heat, and not death," said Coyote's child. 

The old people say the earth is round. White Coyote kept on to the East after the Sun had 
been deprived of its power to kill; and when in the middle of the earth, he met White Skunk, who 
had started to travel West, both were astonished at seeing each other. Then· they took new 
names. E-sy-yah-yah is an old name for East; it also meant Coyote. The Skunk was called Tis
kow. In the West he devised gambling and charms, and the people obtained these from the Skunk, 
who went West. 
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Endnotes 

1E. Jane Gay's glass plate photographs of the Nez Perce, now a collection of the Idaho State 
Historical Society (Dawson and Marshall 1980) depict the process of allotment, material culture, 
traditional dress, and a variety of individuals from children and students to elders and informants. 
Gay collaborated with Fletcher on a Nez Perce exhibit for the Columbian Exposition (Fletcher 
l 889-92c:22 May 1891 ), wrote numerous letters for the publication Red Man, and later compiled 
a manuscript entitled Choup-nit-ki, published recently as With the Nez Perces: Alice Fletcher in 
the Field, 1889-1892 (Gay 1981). Fletcher wrote to Putnam, "The facts are that I have had more 
to do than I could accomplish and my strength is not what it once was. I have had to cry halt 
once in a while. Miss Gay is getting to be imperative and says 'I must stop"' (Fletcher 1889-
92c:31 July 1892). 

2James Stuart was employed by Fletcher in June 1889 for a salary of sixty dollars per month. 
Needing a "competent and trusty man who understands both languages" as her driver, she 
considered James Stuart to be "well educated, having attended the Chimawe School at Salem, 
Oregon. . . He reads and writes and bears a good reputation as to his character'' (Fletcher l 889-
92b: 5 June 1889). She reports his excellent and loyal service, in spite of having his life threaten~d 
for working with her on allotment (Fletcher 1889-92b:26 December 1889). During the second 
year of allotment, Fletcher requests that Stuart's salary be raised to seventy dollars per month for 
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"the expense of living in the wilderness" and because "he is the only man I know on the 
reservation with sufficient education, general intelligence and honesty of act and speech to serve 
in the capacity of interpreter in allotting lands ... " (Fletcher 1889-92b:4 January 1890). James 
Stuart was the grandson of Fletcher's informant Nancy Corbett (Fletcher 1889-92d:9). 
Throughout her 1889 correspondence Stuart is spelled "Stewart." From 1890 through the 
completion of allotment and in the Allotment Book (Fletcher 1889-92d), it is spelled "Stuart." 

3Edson Briggs, of Pataha City, Washington, was secured for surveying services by Fletcher at a 
per diem of eight dollars. Fletcher considered Mr. Briggs a competent man who had done 
surveying for the government in the past and was well acquainted with the country. The task 
assigned him would "involve camping for the season, from one hundred to one hundred and fifty 
miles from any base of supplies, and necessitate a considerable camp outfit" (Fletcher 1889-92b:5 
June 1889). Briggs previously graded all the North Pacific Railroad lands in the region and 
located and graded the land of the Oregon Improvement Company (Fletcher 1889-92b: 16 
September 1889). Fletcher found Briggs to be patient and tactful during difficult disputes over 
boundary lines (Fletcher 1889-92b:26 December 1889) and remarkably skillful ". . . in his 
surveying and adjustments of the complicated lines" (Fletcher 1889-92b:12 July 1890). 

4The other manuscript, "The Nez Perce Country," was compiled by Fletcher (1891) based on 
interviews with Nez Perce informant Billy Williams and is in preparation for an upcoming volume 
of Northwest Anthropological Research Notes. 

5Celia Rubens was 55 years of age and the widow of Chief Rubens when she took her allotment 
(Fletcher 1889-92d:57; Fletcher n.d.a). Her son, James Rubens, was a messenger to Washington 
questioning allotment; upon returning home he requested that he be allotted (Gay 1981 :27-28, 
58). Fletcher's spelling of"Rubens" is consistent in her notes and the allotment book. The name 
is spelled Reuben in the text and elsewhere (Gay 1981). 

6 Abraham Brooks and his wife Elizabeth, 48 and 45 years of age, respectively, at the time of 
allotment (Fletcher 1889-92d:216) were Fletcher's informants in the summer and fall of 1891 
(Fletcher n.d.a). They were settled on part of the Langford claim (Fletcher 1889-92b: 17 March 
1890) and were most likely interviewed while Fletcher was at Ft. Lapwai (Fletcher 1889-92a). 
Abraham Brooks, also known as "Blind Abraham" appears in two Jane Gay photographs (ISHS 
63.221.24 and ISHS 63.221.100). He was wounded as one of General Howard's scouts during 
the Nez Perce war and walked with the use ofa cane (Dawson and Marshall 1980:7). 

7 Charles White was the son of Eliza White and in his early twenties during allotment (Fletcher 
l 889-92d: 184). He had attended Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania (Dawson and Marshall 
1980:25). 

8Nancy Corbett was the grandmother of Fletcher's driver and interpreter, James Stuart (Fletcher 
1889-92d:9). In 1890 Fletcher proposed to" ... go to Kamiah Valley tomorrow and in a few 
days to digging. I shall get an old woman who is very bright to camp with me and tell me stories 
of the past" (Fletcher 1889-92c:20 August 1890). A diary entry refers to "Grandma Corbett" 
who "gives me a coyote skin," and the next day, "talked with Grandma all day" (Fletcher 1889-
92a: 18, 19 September 1890). Her field notes for ''Nancy Corbett, over 80 years tells:" are dated 
19 September 1890 (Fletcher n.d.c). The notes were collected as she camped between Kamiah 
and Ft. Lapwai (Fletcher 1889-92a) possibly at Camp Corbett, Paul Corbett's place on the South 
Fork of the Clearwater River (Gay 1981 :67). Paul Corbett, Nancy's sixth and youngest child, 
was 42 years of age when he filed for allotment and was the brother of Susan Corbett Holmes, 
James Stuart's mother (Fletcher 1889-92d:8). According to allotment records, Nancy Corbett 
had 28 grandchildren when Alice Fletcher talked with her (Fletcher 1889-92d:8-13). 
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9Billy Williams (Kew-kew'-lu-yah or Jonathan Williams) was born ca. 1815 and also known as 
"Business Billy" or "Old Billy." Fletcher worked with Billy Williams in June 1891 on a map and 
description ofNez Perce villages that eventually became the manuscript "The Nez Perce Country" 
(Fletcher 1891). Believing him to be "one of the oldest and most remarkable men of the Nez 
Perce tribe" (Fletcher 1889-92c:22 June 1891 ), she gathered additional information from Billy on 
4 June 1892, probably while at Ft. Lapwai (Fletcher 1889-92a; n.d.b). Billy was one ofKamiah's 
most successful farmers, an early convert to Christianity, and one of the first elders at the Kamiah 
Presbyterian church, built in 1873 (Gay 1981:181). Gay writes in 1889 that "Old Billy ... came 
often to talk with us about Lewis and Clark and the exploits of his own grandfather'' (Gay 
1981:62). Billy was photographed by Jane Gay in August 1891 (Gay 1981:143). 

10The written editorial comments throughout the manuscript may not be Fletcher's but those of 
Frederick Webb Hodge, Smithsonian ethnologist and editor of the two-volume Handbook of 
American Indians North of Mexico, to which Fletcher was a contributor (Hodge 1907-1~10). 
The initials ''F. W. H." follow an editorial comment to "Miss Fletcher'' and several corrections in 
the manuscript have been made by someone unfamiliar with the history and geography of the area. 
There are questions regarding the date of the arrival of Lewis and Clark in Nez Perce country, the 
spelling of Chief Joseph's name, the river to which the South Fork belongs [the Clearwater], and 
an accent mark over the second "e" of [Nez] Perces, an accent mark that Fletcher never included 
in any of her notes or correspondence concerning this group. Finally, a curt note appears stating 
"This is hardly part of 'History,' as it relates largely to everyday customs and to material culture. 
The title is rather misleading" (Fletcher n.d.c). 

11Sisters Sue [S. L.] and Kate McBeth were Presbyterian missionaries who worked among the 
Nez Perce from 1873 to 1915. They provided considerable support for Alice Fletcher and 
facilitated her allotment and research. "I am lingering here a day longer to get a little more out of 
Miss McBeth's ms. so that I can do more intelligent work among the Indians" (Fletch~r 1889-
92c:20 August 1890). Kate McBeth also published a history of the Nez Perce (McBeth 1908). 

12Kentuck was a well-known Nez Perce man. He was photographed by Jane Gay {ISHS 
63.221.2a, b). 

13Henry Harmon Spalding, a Protestant missionary, arrived among the Nez Perce in the 
Clearwater Valley in 1836. His mission was on Lapwai Creek at present day Spalding, Idaho. 

14This map is part of the manuscript, "The Nez Perce Country" (Fletcher 1891). 

isone of Fletcher's primary informants. See Endnote 9. 

16See Walker (1989) for a study ofNez Perce sorcery. 

17 A woman's "fit" was described by William Clark at Nez Perce village on the lower Clearwater 
River, 9 October 1805 (Moulton 1989:253; Sappington 1989:26-27). 

18Fletcher herself was the intended victim of a tewat. Her diary entry of November · 30, 1889 
states: ''Brought a medicine man to kill me by looking at me" (Fletcher l 889-l 892a). Gay 
( 1981 : 80-81) also describes this event: 

Her Majesty [Fletcher] held a council with the Lapwai Indians who were still 
opposed to allotment. The council was a stormy one and there were many angry 
denunciations and threats of violence. James said there were 'knives under the 
blankets', and after the Council had broken up in a good deal of excitement, an old 
medicine man undertook the task of killing Her Majesty 'with his eye'. He, with 
several other Indians who were in the secret of his intentions, followed the Special 
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Agent to her office where the 'tewat' wrestled with his occult powers until Her 
Majesty, wishing to be alone, cleared the room and the old fellow, muttering in his 
important rage, strutted out to explain to his friends as best he could why he had 
failed. What ever his explanation may have been, the Indians came to the 
conclusion that 'the Measuring Woman' was stronger than the sorcerer and a 
respect for her power began to appear among them. 

19 An important figure involved with the Americans from the days of the fur trade in the 1830s 
until his death. He was the subject of a book-length biography (Drury 1979). 

20Walammottinin was known in English as Twisted Hair (Josephy 1965:5). He provided 
hospitality to the Lewis and Clark party from 21 September to 24 October 1805, accompanying 
the party as guide and interpreter as far west as The Dalles (Moulton 1989:328); he rejoined the 
party upon their return in 1806 (Moulton 1989:226). 

21 Salish, whose territory was in western Montana; Lawyer was sometimes reported as part 
Flathead (Josephy 1965:78). 

22Lawyer fought alongside the Flatheads and American trappers against the Gros Ventres, and 
was seriously wounded at the battle of Pierre's Hole in 1832. 

23 Actually in 1842 and as a subagent sent by the U. S. government (Josephy 1965:221). 

24Ellis or Ellice received his English name in 1830 (Josephy 1965:88). 

25Justified execution (Sprague 1987). 

26 Tuekakas, an influential leader from the Wallowa Valley in northeastern Oregon, was one of the 
first Nez Perce baptized by Spalding. 

27The previous year, Fletcher recorded in her diary, "Chief Joseph here" (Fletcher l 889-92a:26 
June 1890). 

28Richard was selected in 1848 but had little influence (Josephy 1965 :277). 

29Superintendent oflndian Affairs for Oregon Territory. 

30 Tipyahlanah Oike/azikin was a headman who became wealthy operating a ferry and providing 
supplies to Euroamerican miners in 1861 (Josephy 1965:397). 

31James Reuben was well-known during Alice Fletcher's time as an interpreter, minister, and 
intermediary for General Howard in the war of 1877; after the war he arranged for the transfer of 
some of the prisoners from Oklahoma back to Idaho. 

32SeeAoki (1967) for an explanation of the term "Chopunnish." 

33Bi11y William's 1891 story of Lewis and Clark is recounted in Gay (1981:148-151). On 11 
December 1889 Celia Rubens brings Fletcher a basket and stone owned by a 96-year-old who 
remembers the 1805 arrival of Lewis and Clark. "She was greatly frightened at the sight of these 
strange looking men and hid in the bushes watching these men dry their provisions etc. . . . " 
(Fletcher n.d.a). 

34Looking Glass was one of the most influential leaders among the non-treaty Nez Perce. 
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3~ancy Corbett. See Endnote 8. 

36This feat by Nicodemus was also described by E. Jane Gay (1981:128), who photographed him 
as well (ISHS 63.221.117). 

37"She was born near [her son] Paul's field [on the South Fork of the Clearwater] on a threshing 
ground in a tent of mats and skins. Conical in shape. Her father's place was here from his 
father's -- her mother was from Lewiston" (Fletcher n.d.b). 

38See Culin (1907:632) for a discussion of the game of shinny. 

39 After leaving Idaho Fletcher wrote to Kate McBeth for linguistic assistance. Sending a list of 
220 names taken from her registry of the tribe and arranged alphabetically, Fletcher asks McBeth 
for their translation. Fletcher relies on McBeth' s expertise of the language and requests answers 
to a number of questions (Fletcher n.d.b: Fletcher to McBeth, 9 and 30 January 1895): 

. . . I want to get a few facts for each name if possible. I want to get a translation 
of the name and I would like to know how it is composed . . . I shall be glad to 
have you correct the spelling if you will, making it agree with your fonn of spelling 
the language . . . I notice that a very large number of female names end in "my''. 
Can you explain that! . . . I notice that the syllable "toe" occurs often in female 
names. Can you explain this. You can write the translations of the name in the 
vacant line. 

Filled lines and two different styles of handwriting suggest that McBeth translated the names and 
returned the list to Fletcher. 

40A case of polygamy was alluded to by both Lewis and Clark (Sappington 1989:23). 

41 lnformant Elizabeth Brooks told Fletcher on 2 December 1891: 

When a girl arrived at maturity her mother took care of her. 3 days she was kept 
wann, could not bathe. The old people initiated the young. A girl was told that 
now she was different she must be modest. After puberty 4 years must elapse 
before marriage but in her 5th year could marry. About 14 years of age. Wore a 
buffalo pad and burned it, cleansed their garments with a clay and stone. The men 
could not see or smell menstral [sic] flow or hemmorage [sic] would follow and a 
loss of strength (Fletcher n.d.d). 

42Fletcher described a long house in greater detail in her field notebook (n.d.a): 

The winter houses of the Nez Perces were long, sometimes 100 ft. They were 
constructed by tying three tall straight __ poles at the top & setting these poles 
to one side [?] on the other forming a triangle -- the poles would be arranged so as 
to [?] touch at the bottom. When all the triangles [?] [?] to form the entire length 
of the lodge then other poles were laid on [?] in at the top upon the tied poles. 
Over this frame work mats were spread. The mats were made of rushes. The fires 
were along the center about 12 feet apart. One family took one side of the fire, a 
relative the opposite side. Between every two fires was an opening left for the 
door. This door had a mat [?] on it. Beyond it was built a sort of hallway or 
entrance also with a mat to add protection from cold and [?]. Facing these 
doorways and running the length of the lodge were sheds containing the supply of 
wood. Each family's stores being opposite to the living part of the long tent. 
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The household goods were kept in the back part of the tent. The beds being 
spread in front having a passage way between the beds & fires. The lodge was 
therefore fully 20 ft. wide. [blank] Between the fires the cooking utensils were 
sometimes left and here the little boys were lodged. 20 to 30 families lived in one 
of these long lodges and sometimes several of these lodges were grouped together 
on the river bottom or in some sheltered canon. 

Fletcher found the Nez Perce house different from any other she had seen and began the making 
of a model of the "long tent house such as the people used to live in during winter'' (Fletcher 
l 889-92c:22 May 1891 ). Later she suggests to Putnam that the anthropology exhibit for the 
1893 World's Columbian Exposition might include "an instructive series of long houses in 
models. The Nez Perce, the Iroquois, those of the Southern Indians and the Algonquin group" 
(Fletcher 1889-92c:6 August 1891). Evidently, Putnam requested a Nez Perce house, since 
Fletcher writes "I am a little uncertain whether you want a model of the long mat house of the 
Nez Perce or a life-size specimen. It is going to be difficult to obtain either for the people have 
not used such dwellings for IS or 20 years and only the older folk can make the mats and set up 
the long tent. I can, I think, do it, after I have seen it set up here" (Fletcher 1889-92c: 13 July 
·1891). Apparently the model was nearly completed before Fletcher left Idaho in 1892. "The 
Exhibit, of a model of the old-time house, the foods of the people, roots and the (?) made from 
them, dried fish, dried meats, weapons, (?) and costumes is in the hands of James Stuart. Many of 
the articles are ready, made by the Indians and he will work hard to have everything ready in the 
early winter. As soon as it is ready he will ship it to Chicago [for the Columbian Exposition]. I 
should be glad if he could go on and set it up for I want him to make a model of an alwetas;· the 
place where the young unmarried women stayed during the winter camps" (Fletcher l 889-92c: 11 
September 1892). 

43 A blank line appears in the original; apparently Fletcher intended to add something here, perhaps 
the Nez Perce word for catlinite, since the word for this raw material was recorded in her field 
notes. Stone pipes have been recovered archaeologically in the Clearwater River region . dating 
from ca. 5000-500 BP (Sappington 1994:183). 

44Fletcher and Murie 1904. 

45Fletcher and LaFlesche 1911. 

46Writing to Putnam, Fletcher laments: "I am a good deal bothered to get at the organization of 
these people. As yet I can't find any union nor distinct clans but there must be something of the 
latter buried up somewhere" (Fletcher 1889-92c:20 August 1890). 

47 An undated newspaper clipping reports the presentation of a "significant relic" to Miss Fletcher 
by the Nez Perce. "The pipe of war and council which has been used in all the tribal deliberations 
for over thirty years, the one which was gravely passed around when the tribe made their last 
outbreak, has now been given to Miss Fletcher with due ceremonial and the impressive statement 
that she had destroyed its significance because they were no longer a tribe but citizens of the 
United States. Miss Fletcher will present the pipe to the Peabody Museum" (n.d.d). 

48In her original notes, Fletcher refers to the honor poles as Death poles (Fletcher n.d.a). Jane 
Gay photograph (ISHS 63 .221.18), entitled "War Poles" may illustrate these honor poles. 

49This story was told to Fletcher by Elizabeth Brooks, 17 November 1891 (Fletcher n.d.a). 

50While collecting material for Putnam and the Columbian Exposition, Fletcher writes: "I shall 
secure the roots eaten by the Nez Perce, the flour cakes, etc. so that you can have that complete 
[for the Columbian Exposition]" (Fletcher 1889-92c:22 May 1891). "I have the promise of a set 
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of the roots used by the people in the order of their growth and use. This is to show forth the 
native foods as well as to have a supply of the meats, deer, Elle, fish, etc. I suppose the latter will 
have to be some sort of cure on acc't of flies, smell, etc" (Fletcher 1889-92c:4 December 1891). 

s 1Fletcher' s notebook contains additional details on root preparation as recounted by Celia 
Rubens on 11 December 1889: "The stone pestle ... has been used by the old Indians to pound 
camas, kouse roots out of which they make bread. A round flat stone is beded [sic] in the ground 
so as to steady it. The basket is then put over the stone which forms the hollow .. Forked sticks 
are thrust in the ground to steady the basket, from 4 to six are used. This basket was made by the 
old woman herself ... The stone was given to the old woman when she was young by an old man 
long since dead ... Basket made of willow" (Fletcher n.d.a). On 18 June 1891 informant 
Elizabeth Brooks "sells for $2 the pestle belonging to her great grandmother and knows not how 
far back it came ... " (Fletcher n.d.a). 

52Early in her Nez Perce field work Fletcher found it "strange to find so many myths here that I 
knew East of the Mts. but I think they have become known to these peoples from the Dakotas. 
War captives on both sides have diffused the stories" (Fletcher 1889-92c:2 August 1889). In the 
summer of 1891 she received a letter from Franz Boas "about contributing to the Hand Book of 
N. A. Mythology ... I think I can promise the Nez Perce, but I want to know what-is intended by 
the Hand Book" (Fletcher l 889-92c: 13 July 1891 ). Evidently she agreed to contribute as she 
later writes "I hope to get more myths to complete my Nez Perce chapter" (Fletcher l 889-92c:3 l 
July 1892). In addition to collecting myths and folk tales, Fletcher was "trying to work into the 
old religion but everything is very elementary compared with the Omahas and other Eastern 
tribes" (Fletcher l 889-92c:6 August 1891 ). While Boas published numerous articles on Native 
American mythology, the proposed Handbook of North American Mythology did not appear in 
print. 

s3For a complete study of coyote in Nez Perce mythology and a fairly complete bibliography of 
Nez Perce mythology see Walker (1996). 

54Told by Elizabeth Brooks 2 December 1891 (Fletcher n.d.a). 
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